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Welcome to VRTourMaker
Welcome
Welcome to use VRTourMaker. The virtual tours made by VRTourMaker has been
widely used in various industries. The users can experience the interaction between
virtuality and reality.

The catalogue:
Welcome to VRTourMaker
• Document Description
• Running Environment
• Copyright Announcement
• Company Introduction
• Software Features
Installation and Uninstallation
• Software Installation
• Software Uninstallation
Activation and Transfer License
• Online Activation
• Offline Activation
• Transfer License
Software Interface
• Main Menu
• Work Area
• Scene Management Area
• Relationship Map Area
• Skin Selection Area
• Publishing Settings Area
• Scene Information Edit Dialog
• Properties Edit Page
• Hotspot Edit Page
• Guide Edit Page
Quick Start
Use VRTourMaker
• Project Management
• New Project
• Open Project
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•

•

•

Save Project
Scenes Management
• Add Scene (s)
• Scene Grouping
• Scene Sisterhood
• Scene Settings
• Google Map Settings
• Planform Map Settings
Hotspots Management
• Add and Delete Hotspot
• Hotspot Appearance Settings
• Icon and Hint Style
• Polygon Style
• Image Mapping Style
• Indicator Line
• Hotspot Function Settings
• Scene Transfer Hotspot
• Image/Album Hotspot
• Text Hotspot
• Video Hotspot
• Object Model Hotspot
• Animation Hotspot
• Street View Hotspot
• Link Hotspot
• PDF Hotspot
• Image-paste hotspot
• Custom Hotspot
• How to Create a Guide Path
• Check the Contents and Settings
• Skin Selection
• Publish Setting
• Preview & publish
• Virtual Tour Preview
• Virtual Tour Publish
• View Virtual Tour

Other Topics
• How to Register a EP-Sky Account
• Local Web Server Environment
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Document Description
You can refer to the Help Document according to the directions below.
1. Familiar with VRTourMaker's Software Interface;
2. Learn the basic procedure of VRTourMaker virtual tour making through Quick
Start;
3. To learn more about Detailed Functions, refer to the content of other
chapters.

Additionally, we use the following typographical conventions and definitions in this
document:

Font &
Icon
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Description

Italic

Used to emphasize new terms and concepts at the point where they are
introduced. Also used to designate the quoted terms or menus of the
software.

Links

Used to switch to the content of certain page or the relevant web page

Note

Used to arouse the readers' attention towards certain operations orthings
they should consider.

Tip

Used to introduce some additional skills of using VRTourMaker.

Welcome to VRTourMaker

Running Environment
To run VRTourMaker

To view virtual tour

PC: i3 or higher

PC: i3 or higher

macOS: i5 or higher

macOS: i5 or higher

Memory

4GB or higher, 8GB
recommended

4GB or higher

Free Disk
Space

10GB or more

-

CPU

Hardware
environment

Graphics
Card

Ethernet
Card

Recommending AMD
(ATI ) and NVIDIA
Video memory 2GB or
higher

Necessary for activation

Windows: Win7 or above
(64bit)
Macintosh: macOS 10 or
above

OS

Note: Not supporting 32bit OS

Browsers

-

Windows: Win7 or
above
Macintosh: macOS 10 or
above

-

Android: System
browser, Chrome,
Firefox

-

iOS: Safari, Chrome,
Firefox

Mobile
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-

Windows: Chrome,
Firefox

-

Macintosh: Safari,
Chrome, Firefox

PC

Tip:
To view a virtual tour that made by webGL, the virtual tour need to be uploaded to web
server and visit the virtual tour by http(s) URL. The server environment can be established
using IIS, Apache, Tomcat, nginx or other software. Please refer to the deployment
instructions of the relevant software.
Easypano has developed the portable web server software LocalBrowseServer. After the
virtual tour is published, LocalBrowseServer will be automatically copied to the virtual tour
directory. When the user launches the software, it will automatically create a Http(s)
service with the virtual tour directory as the root directory, and launch the machine's
default Web browser to play the virtual tour. This software can be used to build temporary
Http(s) service. See "View Virtual Tour" for details.
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Copyright Announcement
VRTourMaker, abbreviated name VTM, is the trademark of Easypano Holdings
Inc..This manual, as well as the software described in it, is furnished under license
and may be used or copied only in accordance with the terms of such license. The
content of this manual is furnished for informational use only, and is subject to
change without notice. Except as permitted by Easypano Holdings Inc., no part of
this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in
any form or by any means.
About more on license information please refer to the license agreement included in
the applications. Other products mentioned in this manual have rights and marks
held by their respective owners.
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Company Introduction
Founded in November 2001, in Shanghai, China, Easypano Holdings Inc. is one of
the world's leading developers and marketers of panorama software and virtual tour
software. Easypano has penetrated the global marketplace through advanced
Internet distribution and strategic partnerships with manufacturers and developers.
Easypano has been developing and marketing virtual tour software for VR Mode and
solutions, which enable individuals and companies to produce colorful and attractive
VR contents of their own. With our hard work and the perfect cooperation of our
resellers and partners all over the world, we have progressed rapidly and become the
world's leading provider of virtual tour solutions in less than three years. Till Oct
2021, Easypano has had over 50,000 customers from 180 countries. Its virtual tour
solutions have been accepted worldwide and widely used in almost every industry.
We keep developing the most innovative and reliable software for targeted market
segments. Easypano develops and markets virtual tour software and solutions that
enable individuals and companies to produce VR contents, which are widely used
both in business promotion (e.g. hotel, real estate, tourism, company/store virtual
tour, cruise ships, cars, etc) and virtual presentation and management area
(emergency response, security rehearsal, law enforcement, facilities management,
mapping, insurance, government, city tour). We never stop improving and regularly
upgrading our software, so that our customers will receive the best service.
Besides, we dedicate ourselves to inspiring individuals and companies to make full
use of their creative potential with our inspiring tools, which make their virtual tours
come true.

Contact:
Easypanosupport: support@easypano.com
Easypanosales: sales@easypano.com
Non US:1-323-908-8588 Not free
US: 1-888-881-3340 Toll free
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Software Features
Easypano has another great virtual tour creating software Tourweaver. VRTourMaker is the next generation product of Tourweaver.
Compared with the virtual tours published by Tourweaver, the virtual tours published
by VRTourMaker are completely based on HTML5 technology and are perfectly
compatible with Windows, macOS, Android and iOS. One virtual tour published by
VRTourMaker can be played on all devices, such as PC, tablet and smartphone, etc.
at the same time (That means there is no need to publish three tours for three kind of
the ends). The virtual tours are published as local files, which are saved on users'
own computer. Users can upload the works to EP-Sky or users' own server.
VRTourMaker has a new design from user interface to operation process, so that you
can create high-quality virtual tour content, greatly improve the production efficiency
and shorten the time cycle of creating.
On the basis of Tourweaver, VRTourMaker has redesigned the function realization
scheme.
For more detailed information, please visit the link:
https://www.easypano.com/VRTour-Software.html
At present, the latest version of VRTourMaker is 1.5, which has added many
interesting practical features. Here are some of them:
1. Support to play the virtual tour in VR Mode.
2. Support to add thousands of panoramas to virtual tour.
3. Support to add multiple planforms to virtual tour, and add the radars relative
to the scenes onto the planform.
4. Radar support color and direction indication property.
5. Add the GPS radars to Google map automatically - Automatically match the
map location for the panorama with GPS information.
6. Add guided tour - Connect multiple key points to realize automatic playback in
virtual tours.
7. Add sisterhood panoramas - Add several panoramas into one scene and
showing different states of the scene in virtual tours.
8. Hotspot supports polygon style. Support drawing translucent polygonal areas
as the scope of the hotspot.
9. Hotspot supports image mapping style. That means users can add picture
advertisement to the scene or put virtual objects into the scene.
10. Hotspot support text and icon style.
11. Add a indicator line to a hotspot.
12. Pop up a video. The video can be a normal video or a 360 video.
13. Pop up album sequence images.
14. Pop up images around the object.
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15. Support to add Google Maps Street View.
16. Embed another web page to virtual tour.
17. Popup PDF document in the virtual tour.
18. Make a call or send an e-mail.
19. Support the background music of virtual tours and sound of scenes.
20. Support to preview virtual tour in program directly.
21. Provide a portable web server for launching the virtual tour in browser locally.
22. ......
They are waiting for you to find more features.
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Installation and Uninstallation
The chapter includes the topics about Installation and Uninstallation of
VRTourMaker:
Software Installation
Software Uninstallation
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Software Installation
The installation steps are as follows:
1. Download free trial version of VRTourMaker from Easypano website. The
download link is as follow:
https://www.easypano.com/download-vrtourmaker.html
2. Run the setup file to install VRTourMaker.
3. Select I accept the agreement, and click Next.
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4. Select the destination directory for the installation, and click Next.

5. Select the start menu folder to place the program shortcuts, and click Next.

13
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6.

Select whether to create a desktop shortcut, and click Next.

7. Make sure that the above operations are correct, and click Install.
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8. Wait when the installation is copying the program files.

9. Click Finish to complete the setup.
If users select Launch VRTourMaker, the installation will launch
VRTourMaker when the installation window is closed.
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Related Topics:
Online Activation
Offline Activation
Transfer License
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Software Uninstallation
You can select one of three methods shown below to uninstall VRTourMaker:
1. Click Start > All Programs > Easypano VRTourMaker 1.20 > Uninstall
VRTourMaker.
2. Delete the program via Add/Remove programs under Control Panel.
3. Right-click the icon of VRTourMaker in desktop > Properties > Open file
location > Double-click unins000.exe
Related Topics:
Online Activation
Offline Activation
Transfer License
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Activation and Transfer License
This chapter mainly describes how to activate the software and how to transfer
license.
To fight against piracy and better protect Easypano copyright as well as user's
interests, we adopt a stricter license policy. Easypano customers have to activate the
product to make it fully functional. The Easypano Product Activation System does not
collect or utilize personal information, such as your name and contact information.
Product Activation is completely secure and anonymous. No personal information is
ever collected or requested. During activation, the product does not scan your hard
drives or collect any data other than the minimum information required to verify your
license. Please see our Privacy Policy.
Below is the software activation flowchart:

The main contents include:

19
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Online Activation
Offline Activation
Transfer License
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Online Activation
If the computer you are running Easypano software is connected with Internet,
please proceed with the online activation. Activation over the Internet is a one-time
operation. Simply enter your product serial number and activate for full use in
seconds, secure and anonymous.
Note: Online Activation requires network card and Internet connection.
1. Start VRTourMaker.
If the software does not be activated, there will be a popup windows named
Easypano Product Activation shown.
2. Choose online activation in the popup window and then click Continue.
3. Input the license key which you've purchased and click Continue.
4. The online activation is accomplished.
Tip:
You can also cancel this popup window. And later click the menu Help > Easypano
Product Activation to show this window.

Related Topics:
Offline Activation
Transfer License
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Offline Activation
In case you need to run Easypano products in a computer with no Internet
connection, you can find some other computer with Internet available to activate the
product via Email or Easypano website submission. Since Internet is quite pervasive
nowadays, we assume all the customers can access the Internet by certain means,
either in a net cafe, or another computer.
Basically offline activation still requires internet connectivity, however not necessarily
in the computer running the software.
A general procedure for offline activation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start VRTourMaker;
Choose offline activation in the popup window and then click Continue;
Choose step 1 to create an ARF file and click Continue;
Input the license key you've purchased and select the right directory to save
this ARF; and click Continue;
5. An ARF file is created and saved in the relative path;
6. Click the link https://www.easypano.com/activation.html to open the
registration html page. Fill out one or two available Email and upload this
ARF;
7. An ALF file is created and sent to the relevant Email;
8. Login your email-box and save this ALF to your local;
9. Restart the activation procedure from Help menu;
10. Choose offline activation; and click Continue;
11. Choose step 3 and click Continue;
12. Import ALF to activate the software and click Continue;
13. Offline activation is accomplished;
Note: Offline Activation requires network interface card installed.
Please make sure the computer in which you install VRTourMaker and create
Activate Request File, meet the following requirements.
1. Network card is installed;
2. TCP/IP protocol is installed;
3. Network card is not disabled.
Tip:
You can also cancel this popup window. And later click the menu Help > Easypano
Product Activation to show this window.

Related Topics:
Online Activation
22
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Transfer License
If you want to move your software from current computer to a new one or plan to
upgrade your hardware, transferring license should be done in advance. This feature
deactivates the product on your current machine so it can be reactivated on the new
or upgraded computer.
Transfer License Mechanism:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Run Transfer License.
Activation ID and Serial Number are uploaded to Easypano Activation Server.
Activation Server checks the Activation ID.
Activation Server deactivates the current product and gives feedback to you.

Please click Help>Transfer License, it can be finished in a moment.
Note: Internet connection is required to transfer license. In case you need transfer
license offline, say the original computer can not be accessed or crashed, please
directly contact support@easypano.com. An inclusion of your serial number in the
email will be more helpful. Easypano support will transfer your license in original
computer so that you can reactivate in another one.
Only when the product was activated, can user proceed to transfer license.

Related Topics:
Online Activation
Offline Activation
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Software Interface
In VRTourMaker , the workspace consists of Title Bar, Main Menu, Preview and
Publish Buttons, Workflow Buttons and Work Area. It's shown as below:

Titla Bar:
It consists of the name of VRTourMaker and the current project name.
Main Menu (Button):
Click this button, the main menu of this software will be shown. The main menu
includes the items about project management, language switching, project preview
and publishing, and software activation.
Preview and Publish Buttons:
After the project is created, you can click the "Preview" button to preview the project
effect, or click the "publish" button to publish the project as a vritual tour.
Workflow Buttons:
It consists of four buttons: Scenes Edit, Relationship Map, Skin Selection and Publish
Settings. Click each button, and the work area will switch to the one corresponding to
this button. Users can do the corresponding work in each work area. When users
complete the work of the corresponding work area of the four buttons from top to
bottom, the virtual tour project will be completed.
Work Area:
The work area is for making the virtual tour projects..
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Main Menu
The main menu includes the items about project management, language switching,
project preview and publishing, and software activation.
Click the logo ▼ in the upper left corner of the software main window to expand the
menu bar, shown as below:

The items and the functions included are as follows:
Menu Items

Description

Shortcut

New Project

Pop up the new project dialog.
In this dialog, you can also open Ctrl + N
the recent project.

Open Project

Open an existing project.

Ctrl + O

Save Project

Save the current project.保存当
前工程。

Ctrl + S

Save Project as ...

Save the current project as
another project.

Preview

Preview the virtual tour effect of
the current project.
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Publish

Publish the current project as a
virtual tour.

Recent Project (s)

The sub menu of this menu is
the newly created or opened
project. Click to open the
corresponding project.

Help Topics ...

Pop up the window of the help
topics.

VR Samples ...

Open the web page of the
virtual tours on Easypano
website.
（https://www.easypano.com/vrtour-gallery.html）。

www.easypano.com

Open the web page https://www.easypano.com。

Help
Check wheather there is an
update on Easypano website. If
Check for Update ... there is a update. A dialog for

the updating information will
pop up.

Exit

27

Easypano Product
Activation ...

Pop up the Easypano Product
Activation dialog.

About Easypano
VRTourMaker

Pop up the about dialog.
Close the application. If the
project is not saved, a message
box prompting to save the
project will pop up.

F1

Software Interface

Work Area
Work Area
The work area is for making the virtual tour projects. It includes four sections, as
follows:
Scene Management Area
Relationship Map Area
Skin Selection Area
Publish Settings Area
Click the workflow buttons to switch them.
In the scene management area, you can also open the scene information edit dialog,
which consists of three sections, as follows:
Properties Edit Page
Hotspots Edit Page
Guide Edit Page
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Scene Management Area
A Scene is a equirectangular panoramic image (Also call that spherical panorama or
2:1 panorama). Scene management Area is used to add, delete and adjust scene
order. In this interface, you can enter the scene information edit dialog.

Scene List:
After the scenes are added, they will be displayed in this list.
Tips:
1. Click the scene thumbnail to select the scene.
2. Press Ctrl and scroll the mouse wheel to adjust the size of the scene thumbnails.
3. Double-click the scene thumbnail item to enter the scene information edit dialog.
4. After the scene is selected, press "delete" on the keyboard to delete the selected scene.
5. Drag the scene thumbnail to adjust the order of the scene.

Add Scene Button:
Click this button to pop up a file dialog. After selecting a scene file in the file dialog,
you can add a scene file to the scene list.
Scene Thumbnail:
Thumbnails of scene items, sisterhood scene items, and scene group items that have
been added or created.

Scene Item

Sisterhood Scene Item

Scene Group Item

The blue dots
in the scene items represent the hotspots that have been added to
the corresponding panorama. Click the icon
in the upper right corner of the scene
item to pop up the function menu corresponding to the currently selected scene.
The icon
in the upper right corner of the scene item represent that this is a
sisterhood scene item.
29
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The thumbnails of scene group items are composed of the thumbnails of the first four
scenes in the group. Double-click the scene group item to expand the scene list of
the group on the right side of the scene list area, shown as the below:

Click the blank space in the scene list area to collapse the scene list of the group.
Popup Menu Button:
Includes Operation and Sort. Click the button to pop up the corresponding function
menu.
•

Operation: Click this button to pop up the menu of corresponding functions
according to the currently selected scene. If no scene is currently selected,
the button is invisible.
The following four figures are the menus when the user selects a scene,
multiple scenes, scene group and sisterhood scene:

a scene
selected
•

multiple scenes selected scene group slected

sisterhood scene
selected

The functions are:
Top: Place the selected item at the top of the list.
Replace: When a scene item selected, replace the scene with another
scene.
Rename: Rename the name of the selected item.
Delete: Remove the selected item from the scene list. (Note: Removing a
scene will cause the relevant hotspots, radar and key points of the guide to be
deleted.)
30
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Add New Group: When selecting multiple scene items, the selected scene
items will be created as a scene group. See Scene Grouping for details.
Dissolve Group: When selecting a scene group, the group will be dissolve
into several single scenes. The single scenes will be arranged in the list of the
original scene group in the order of the group.
Establish sisterhood: When selecting multiple scene items, the
selected scene items will be created as a sisterhood scene. See Scene
Sisterhood for details.
Dissolve sisterhood: When selecting a sisterhood scene, the sisterhood
scene will be dissolve into several single scenes. The single scenes will be
arranged in the list of the original sisterhood scene in the order of the group.
Note: Click the operation button to pop up the menu, which only works on the
scene list. For the scene list of the group, you can only use the context menu
of the item.
Tips:
To remove a scene from the scene list:
Press "delete" to remove the currently selected scene, sisterhood scene or
scene group in the scene list.
To select multiple scene items:
1. Press the left mouse button and drag to select multiple scene items.
2. Press the "Ctrl" key and click the scene item with the left mouse button to
select multiple scene items.
3. Press the "Shift" key and click any two items in the scene list with the left
mouse button to select the scene between the two items.
Context menu of scene:
Right-click the scene item to pop up the menu corresponding to the currently
selected scene.
To rename scene item:
Select a scene item, and then click the scene name twice slowly to rename
the scene name.
•

Sort: Click the button to pop up the menu items "ascending" and
"descending".

Ascending order: click ascending, the scenes in the scene list will be sorted in
ascending order according to the scene name.
Descending order: click descending, the scenes in the scene list will be sorted
in descending order according to the scene name.
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Relationship Map Area
The relationship map area lists all scenes and added hotspots. It is used to confirm
the correctness of hotspot related content and scene connection relationship after
completing the project setting, shown as below:

Scene List:
Display all the scenes of the project. The scene pointed by the arrow in the hotspot
list is the current scene.
Tips: There are two ways to set current scene:
1. Scroll the mouse wheel in the scene list to switch the current scene up and down.
2. Click the item in the scene list to switch the current scene.

Hotspot List:
Displays all the hotspots and their main properties of the current scene. Each hotspot
occupies one line. The contents include:
•
•
•

•

Hotspot Type: Display the type of the hotspots in the hotspot list. See
Hotspots Management for all hotspot types.
Hotspot Hint: Display the hint of the hotspots in the hotspot list.
Hotspot target: Display the target that the hotspot point. For example, if the
hotspot type is Image/Album, the hotspot target will display the stacked
thumbnails of album pictures, and If the hotspot type is Text, the hotspot
target will display the text of Popup more info property.
Edit Link: If users want to adjust some settings of the hotspot, click this link to
enter the scene information edit dialog, and move the focus to the hotspot.
Users can edit the hotspot directly.
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Skin Selection Area
The skin selection area is used to define the appearance style of the virtual tour,
including the selection of the buttons in the navigation bar, icons of the navigation
buttons, the layout of virtual tour controls, and the properties of the menu.

Buttons in the Navigation Bar:
It is used to define which navigation buttons are displayed on three terminals: PC,
tablet and smart phone. Because of the difference of the different terminals, the type
and the quantities of the buttons that can be selected on each terminal is different
(see the picture above). For example, on the PC terminal, there is no gyroscope and
VR mode, and there are no direction buttons on the smart phone and tablet. And,
because the dimension of screen of the smart phone is usually small, it is currently
limited to selecting and displaying up to 5 buttons in one virtual tour.

Button

Description

Previous
Used to switch to the previous scene.
Scene
Next
Scene

Used to switch to the next scene.
Used to open the map, include Google Map
and planform.

Map

33

If users add the radar to Google Map, and add
a planform, the virtual will show the Google
Map in the left tab of the map window, and
planform in the right tab of the map window.

Software Interface
Thumbnail Open the thumbnail popup window.
Zoom Out Zoom out the FOV of the virtual tour view.
Zoom In Zoom in the FOV of the virtual tour view.
Left
Right
Up

Rotate the virtual tour view to the left.
Rotate the virtual tour view to the right.
Rotate the virtual tour view upward.

Down

Rotate the virtual tour view downward.

Auto
Rotate

Rotate the virtual tour view anti-clockwise
automatically.

Split the screen to play the virtual tour. Users
VR Mode can place the smart phone into the virtual tour
glasses and view the virtual tour in VR Mode.

Gyro

Little
Planet

Switch on \ off the gyro. The view will move
with the pose of the device. This function is
often used in VR Mode.
Switch the virtual tour play mode to little planet
mode.

Icons of the Navigation Buttons:
Defines the icons used by the navigation buttons. At present, VRTourMaker provides
8 sets of icons. With the continuous updating, more choices will be given. Users can
use user-defined icons. Click the button "+" to add the user-defined icons. For the
way of user-defined icons, refer to Skin Selection.
Layout of Virtual Tour Controls:
Used to define the layout of navigation bar, menu, thumbnail bar and map. It is also
used to define the operation mode of thumbnail bar and map. At present, there are 5
presets for users to select. Each style is suitable for PC, Pad and phone. At present,
VRTourMaker does not support user-defined style.
Note: The map style of version 1.5 has been modified. If you want to continue using
the old style, please use version 1.33 or earlier.
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Menu Content and Function Definition:
Used to create virtual tour menu of the skin. Click the button + to create the new
menu item.
When the user move the mouse pointer over the menu items that have been created,
Edit and Delete icons will appear in the menu item, shown as below.

图标

功能

Delete the current menu item.
Edit the content of the
current menu item. Click the
button to popup window Menu
Content.
Menu Location Selection:
The menu has three locations: top left, top middle and top right. The location vary
with different menu styles and different terminals.
For example, if users select the second preset menu style and upper left as the
location, it is shown as below:

PC

35

平板

手机

Software Interface

At present, does not allow users to define menu location.
Menu Style Selection:
Used to define the menu appearance style. At present, VRTourMaker provides 6 sets
of menu styles. Easy style is suitable for three terminals: PC, Pad and smart phone.
At present, VRTourMaker does not support the user-defined menu style.
Tips:
Users can modify some resources in the preset style to customize the style to some
extent.

Related Topics:
About how to define the virtual tour appearance, see Skin Selection for details.
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Publishing Settings Area
The publishing settings area is used to define context menu, web page title,
publishing path, background music and so on as well as some Misc. related to
publishing.

Context Menu:
The context menu here refers to the first item of the context menu of the virtual tour
player, shown as the below:

•
•

The Label of the User-defined Context Menu: Input the label of the menu
item.
URL for the User-defined Context Menu: Input the link of the pop-up web
page after clicking the menu bar.

Title:
Used to define the web page title of the virtual tour. The default is the project file
name.
Virtual Tour Publishing Path:
Used to define the publishing path for virtual tour.
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•

•

Folder Name: Input the resource fold name of the virtual tour. When
publishing the virtual tour, all resources files of the virtual tour will be copied
to this folder.
Location: Input the directory where the virtual tour resource fold is located.
When publishing the virtual tour, it will first check whether the directory exists.
If it does not exist, it will be created. After checking the existence of the
directory, create a virtual tour resource directory with the Folder Name and
copy all resource files into the directory.

Background Music for the Whole Tour:
Used to define what background music is played, when the virtual tour is opened.
The check box Loop is used to make sure whether the background music will be
played again automatically when the background music ends.
Note:
1. It will not play the sound automatically to open the virtual tour in the current
popular browser. The user have to manually operate the virtual tour page to open the
sound playing ability. In order to avoid the problem, the designer can make a virtual
tour operation instruction layer on the upper of the virtual tour, and force the user to
close the instruction, so that the browser will play the sound, when the virtual tour
start.
2. If there are both background music and scene sound in the virtual tour, the
player will pause the background music and play the scene sound, when it switch to
the scene with sound. when the player switch to the scene without the sound, it will
resume the background music.
Global Settings for Virtual Tour Player:
Used to define the player behavior after it is touched by hand or triggered by mouse,
shown as the below:

•

Allow scenes rotate automatically in XX s after mouse drag: It means that
the player will stop rotating after the user operates the player by the mouse or
touch, but will rotate automatically again XX seconds after the operation is
completed. XX here ranges from 0 to 99 seconds. When this check box is
selected, the software will expand more detailed options under this option:

o Automatic rotation back to horizontal position: After the player starts to
rotate automatically, first rotate from the current position to the position where
tilt is 0, and then rotate horizontally.

o Go back to the default FOV value set: After the player starts to rotate
automatically, if the FOV of the scene changed, first adjust the FOV to the
default FOV of the scene. For how to set the initial FOV of the scene, see
"Initial View Settings".
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•

XX seconds later, automatically switches to the next scene: After the
player starts to rotate automatically, if there is no interruption, it will
automatically switch to the next scene according to the order of scene list
after XX seconds. If the current scene is the last scene, switch to the first
scene. XX here ranges from 0 to 99 seconds.
Note: The refresh rate of the player is 60 FPS by default. If the performance of
the computer is not up to the standard, it will slow down. The player rotates
0.06 degrees per frame, so the position to which the player rotates after XX
seconds is: actual refresh rate * 0.06 * XX.

Synchronize the Publish Data to EP-Sky:
If the check box is selected, it means that after the virtual tour is published
successfully, it will be uploaded to the EP-Sky platform immediately.
Open Output Folder after Published:
If the check box is selected, it means that after the virtual tour is published
successfully, VRTourMaker will open the virtual tour folder with Windows Explorer
(Finder in macOS).
Launch the virtual tour after published:
If the check box is selected, it means that after the virtual tour is published,
VRTourMaker will launch the local web server - LocalBrowseServer and run the
default browser to open the virtual tour. It will show the real effect of the virtual tour.
Initial Display Mode:
There are two options for this setting: Default mode and Guide mode. Selecting
Default mode means that after virtual tour is opened, the scenes will be played in the
order of the scene list. Selecting Guide mode means that after virtual tour is opened,
the virtual tour is played following the Guide. For how to make a Guide, see Guide for
details.
Preview and Publish buttons:
The preview button is used to preview the effect of the virtual tour in the built-in
browser of VRTourMaker, and the Publish button is used to publish the project to a
virtual tour.
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Scene Information Edit Dialog
Scene Information Edit Dialog
Scene Information Edit Dialog is used to set the virtual tour properties about the
scene. They include the scene property, hotspot property and the guide property.
Click the button Properties, Hotspots and Guide in the title bar to switch the
corresponding page to edit the properties, shown as the below:

For details, refer to:
Properties Edit Page
Hotspot Edit Page
Guide Edit Page
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Property Edit Page
Properties edit page is used to edit the properties about the scene. The properties
about the scene include basic settings of scene, Google map properties and
planform properties.
Click the buttons Scene Settings, Google Map and Planform to switch to the
corresponding edit page.
1. Scene Settings
This is used to edit the basic properties of scene. It is shown as the below:

Scene List:
It is used to switch the current scene image which properties need be edit.
Click the scene item in the list to switch the current scene to the one clicked.
Click the group item to switch to the first scene in the group.
There is a button at the upper right corner of the scene group item. Click it to
expand the group, and it will be collapsed to click it again. If the user want to
switch to the scene in the group, the scene group have to be expanded and
click the scene item in the group.
Tips: It also can expand the scene list of the group to double-clicked the scene
group item.

Player Center Area Box: It is used to mark the central area of the player.
And also it is used for the user to set the initial view angle as the position
reference.
Scene Property Panel: It is used to set the basic properties of the scene. It
consists of scene name, scene introduction, scene sound, switching effect
and the limit settings of the view angle.
Scene Name: It is used to define the name of thumbnail of the scene in the
virtual tour.
Introduction: Define the introduction to the current scene. There is a scene
introduction text area in the virtual tour. The text will be shown there. And
double-click the area, there will be a popup window to show the text.
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Audio: Set the sound for the current scene. When the current scene played in
the virtual tour, the sound will be played.
Effect Settings: It is used to set whether display the little planet effect when
switching into the current scene in the virtual tour.
Limit of the View Angle: This section is used to set the initial view angle
when switching into the current scene, and the limit of the view angle when
rotating the scene in virtual tour player. See Initial View Settings and Set the
Limit of View Angle for the details.
The second section of the scene property panel is shown as the below:

Don't rotate the scene initially: It is used to set whether rotating the scene
when virtual tour player switch to the current scene. The combo box under the
property is used to set the scope of this option, including current scene,
current group and all scenes.
Viewport Angle: It is used to show the current Pan, Tilt and FOV the player.
Note:
1. The current mainstream browser will not automatically play the sound
when opening a web page. It requires the user to interact with the web page
at first, and then the browser will play the sound. It is recommended that
users create a usage instruction layer on the virtual tour to force the user to
close it and avoid the problem that the sound cannot be played.
2. If there are the background music for the virtual tour and scene audio
in the virtual tour, the background music will be paused the audio of scene will
be started, when the player switch to the scene with audio is played. When
switching to the scene without the audio, the background music will continue
to play.
2. Google Map
This page is used to set properties of Google Map, add radars and set the
properties of radars. The radars is added by dragging the scene from the
scene list to the map.
It is shown as the below:
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Scene List:
Drag the scene item from the scene list to the map to add the radar.
If the user want to add the radar for the scene in the group, the scene group
have to be expanded and drag the scene item in the group to the map.
Map Property Panel:
• General Properties:
If selecting the check box Display the map in a small window by
default, the map will be displayed in a small window, when playing the
virtual tour published (The location and the style of the map window is
related to the UI Layout of the skin). Because Google Map and
planform map use the same map control, this property also works for
platforms.
The spin control Map Opacity is used to set the opacity property of the
map window in the virtual tour. It can be set by inputting a number in
the text box or clicking the down arrow button and dragging the
horizontal slider. 100% is completely opaque and 0 is completely
transparent. Because Google Map and planform map use the same
map control, this property also works for platforms.
If selecting the check box After the map is full screen, events such as
mouse or keyboard can penetrate the map and control the virtual tour,
the map window that has been full screen of the virtual tour will not
receive any events includes mouse, keyboard and so on, and the
event will be forward to the scene player, except the radar. Because
Google Map and planform map use the same map control, this
property also works for platforms.
The button Radar Color
is used to define the color the radar. Click
the button to open a color dialog and select a color that you like for the
radar. Because Google Map and planform map use the same map
control, this property also works for platform.
• Google Maps Properties:
If selecting the check box Automatically add radar for the scene with
GPS, VRTourMaker will read the EXIF data of the scene image file,
obtain the GPS, and automatically add the radar corresponding to
each scene to the map at the position read. The combo box under the
property is used to set the scope of this option, including Apply to
current scene, Apply to current group and Apply to all scenes.
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Under the label Radar Direction, there is a virtual tour player that
loads the current scene image. Drag the player to set the direction of
the scene related to the direction of the corresponding radar.
Drag the dragging handle of the radar to define the direction of the
radar. This direction is related to the direction of the corresponding
scene. The direction of the radar is bound to the direction of the scene
in virtual tour. When playing the virtual tour, the scene rotates and the
radar rotates synchronously .
3. Planform
This page is used to set the properties of planform map and the radars. The
radars is added by dragging the scene from the scene list to the map.
The UI without a plane map is shown as follow:

The UI with a plane map is shown as follow:

Scene List:
Drag the scene item from the scene list to the map to add the radar.
If the user want to add the radar for the scene in the group, the scene group
have to be expanded and drag the scene item in the group to the map.
Map Property Panel:
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•

•
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General Properties:
The Settings for general properties are same as the ones for general
properties of Google Map.
Planform Properties:
The planform is related to the scene group. A scene group
corresponds to a planform. The scene list where the scenes are
added it the default main group, and the others are sub groups. If the
maps corresponding to the different group are the same one, the user
have to make several copies, and set them to different group.
For the group without planform, click the button Select File to open a
file dialog and select a planform for the current group. Three buttons
Delete, Change and Add will appear at the top of the map property
panel of the planform that has been set to the group.
For the group that has set the planform, click the button Delete in the
map property panel to delete the current map.
For the group that has set the planform, click the button Replace in the
map property panel to open a file dialog to select another planform for
the current group.
For the group that has set the planform, to click the button Add in the
map property panel, it will open a message box that inform the users
to create more groups, instead of adding a new map.
The text box Map Name is used to input the text as the tab name of
the map window in the virtual tours.
The other properties are same as the ones for Google Map.
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Hotspot Edit Page
This page is used to add the hotspot to the scene and set the hotspot properties. It is
shown as the below:

Scene List:
It is used to switch the current scene image which need to add the hotspots and set
the hotspot properties..
The usage of the scene list refers to the introduction to the scene list in the scene
property edit page.
Hotspot Component Toolbar:
It contains all types of the hotspot buttons.
Click the corresponding hotspot button to add a hotspot of the type in the center of
the player. The names and functions of hotspots are shown as follows:
Icons

Names
Scene
Transfer
Hotspot

Functions
Click to switch the current scene to another
scene.
Click to popup a window to show a image
or images.

Image/Album
Users can set a image or multiple images
Hotspot
for the hotspot. In the popup window, switch
the images by dragging.
Text Hotspot

Click to popup a window to show a text
description.
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Video
Hotspot

Click to popup a window to play a video.
The video can be a normal one or a 360
one.

Click to popup a window to show a object
model. This function simulates the activities
of the model by switching the images of the
Object Model objects or the scenes quickly.
Hotspot

Animation
Hotspot

In the popup window, the user can use the
mouse or the finger to drag the photo area,
and then the photos will switch quickly that
show the activities of the object.
This hotspot needs users to set a series of
images to it. They are the images of the
object activities at each moment. The
hotspot maps the image (s) to the
panorama. And it allows the user to adjust
the mapping appearance in order to make
the images to be fit for the background.
When playing the virtual tour, the user can
use the mouse or the finger to drag the
photo area, and then the photos will switch
quickly that show the activities of the object.
It let the virtual tour more vivid.
Like the Object Model Hotspot, clicking this
hotspot will popup a window where the
user can use the mouse or the finger to
drag the photo area, and then the photos
will switch quickly that show the activities of
the object.

Street view
Hotspot

Click to popup a window to show street
view.

Link Hotspot Click to popup mail, phone or web page.
PDF Hotspot Click to popup a PDF document.
This hotspot needs users to set a series of
images to it. And the hotspot maps the
Image-paste image (s) to the panorama with
Hotspot
perspective correction. It allows the user
to add new elements to the scene. For
examples, add a poster that can be
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switched regularly and automatically on the
wall.
Click to popup a window the image (s) that
can be switched by dragging using the
mouse or the finger.

Custom
Hotspot

This hotspot allows users to write own
HTML code to show something that they
want.
Click to popup a web page that run the
custom HTML code.

Hotspot Property Panel:
All hotspots of the current scene or the current scene group are listed in the hotspots
list. Click Panel Expand/Collapse Button to expand or collapse the hotspot list.
Hotspot Range Combo box is used to set which hotspots are displayed in the hotspot
list. There are two options: Current Scene and Current Group. When a hotspot is
selected, the corresponding hotspot property panel will be expanded in the hotspot
list.
Hotspot property panel is used to show and set the properties of the selected
hotspot.
The hotspot property panel usually consists of the followings:
•

•

Hotspot Title Bar: It is used to show the type of the hotspot and place the
hotspot Delete Button. Click the hotspot Delete Button to delete the hotspot
that is corresponding to the property panel.
Hotspot Style Settings: It is used to set the icon of the hotspot, or set the
hotspot as a polygon one.
Tips:
To learn about the settings of the hotspot icons, please click here.
To learn about Polygon Style, please click here.

•

Hotspot Hint: It is used to set the hotspot hint text that is shown in the player.

Tops:
To learn about the settings of the hotspot hint, please click here.
•

Indicator Line: It is used to set whether to show the indicator line and set the
line style.
Tips:
To learn about the settings of indicator line, please click here.
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Guide Edit Page
This page is used to set the guide path for a virtual tour.
With this function, you can define a path to guide users to view the virtual tour. A path
consists of a series of key points. Every key point is a view of the scene in the player.
The view includes three attributes: pan, tilt and FOV. In a path, key points are
arranged in time order. There is a transition time between the two key points. When
playing the virtual tour, the player will calculate the transition parameters between the
two key points.

Scene List:
It is used to switch the current scene image which need to add tWidgetMaxhe
hotspots and set the hotspot properties..
The usage of the scene list refers to the introduction to the scene list in the scene
property edit page.
Guide Settings Panel:
This panel includes the key points list of the current guide path. The key point is the
point that the player must go through when playing a guide path. Every key point is a
view of the scene in the player. The view includes four attributes: scene, pan, tilt and
FOV. In a path, key points are arranged in time order. There is a transition time
between the two key points. When playing the virtual tour, the player will calculate
the transition parameters between the two key points.
Click the Key Point Index to switch to the different key point to edit.
Click the button
to play the current guide path to preview the effect. Click it again
to pause the path.
Click the button
to open the Guide Settings Dialog.
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Click the Key Point Name to select the text of the name and edit it. The key point
names are used to help users remember and locate the key points, when there are
too many key points in the path.
Click the up-down arrows of the time control
or input the number to modify
the transition time interval from one key point to another. The unit is second.
Click the up-down arrows of the FOV control
or input the number to edit
the FOV of the key point view that the virtual tour is played to. The unit is degree.
Tips: Scrolling the mouse wheel to set the FOV of the player can also change the FOV of
the current key point view.

Click the button
to delete the key point.
Click the blue button Add KeyPoint in the center of the work area to add a key
point at the end of the current key point list. The scene of the kepy point is current
scene of work area. The pan, tilt and FOV of the key point is corresponding to the
current pan, tilt and FOV of the player.

Related Topics:
How to Design a Guide Path
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Quick Start
Create a virtual tour mainly through the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

New Project.
Add Scenes.
Set the Scenes Properties.
Add Hotspots.
Set properties of Google Map or add the planform and add the radars.
Set the guide path.
Confirm the relationship between the scenes and the hotspots..
Preview and publish the virtual tour.
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Use VRTourMaker
This chapter introduces the detailed functions about how to make virtual tour with
VRTourMaker and the precautions for using VRTourMaker. The main contents are as
follows:
Project Management
Scenes Management
Hotspots Management
How to Design a Guide Path
Check the Contents and the Settings
Skin Selection
Preview and Publish
View the Virtual Tour
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Project Management
Project Management
This chapter mainly introduces the functions and the usage about the project
management. It includes the following contents:
New Project
Open Project
Save Project
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New Project
Users can click the button New Project .in the start window to create a project.
There are two ways to open the start window:
1. When VRTourMaker is started, the start window will be opened first by
default. Click the button × at the upper right corner of the window to close the
itself, and also the application will exit.
2. Click the menu item New Project in the main menu to open the start window.
Click the button × at the upper right corner of the window to close the itself,
but the application will not exit.
There are two functions in the start window: new project and open project, shown as
the below:

Click the button New Project to show the project path panel, shown as the below:
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Input the name to the text box Project Sub-Directory Name and the Project File
Name. And input the path that is the parent folder of the project sub-directory to
the text box Project Directory. Users can also click the Directory Selection Button to
open the file dialog to select the destination directory.
Note:
The text in the text box Project Sub-Directory Name and the Project File Name is not
only the project file name but also the name the project sub-directory where the
resource files of the project locate.
After setting the project path, clock the button OK to confirm the settings. After that,
VRTourMaker will perform the following steps:
•

•

•
•

Check whether or not the project directory exists. If it does not exist,
VRTourMaker will create it. If the creation of the project directory fails, Project
path can not be found will be shown in the text box Project Directory, and the
border of this text box will be red.
Create the project sub-directory in the project directory. if the illegal
characters are input to the text box Project Sub-Directory Name and the
Project File Name, Project name contains the illegal characters will be shown
in the text box, and its border will be red. If the project sub-directory already
exists, a popup window Same project already exists will be shown. Click the
button OK to close the window and terminate the process of new project.
Create the project file with the project file name in the project sub-directory.
The extend name of the VRTourMaker project file is ".vtm".
Copy other resource files to the project sub-directory.

Note:
The project path can not contain ":*?"<>| ". Also the project name can not contain "/\".
Click the button Cancel to exit the process of new project, and also the project path
panel will be invisible.
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Related Topics:
Main Menu
Open Project
Save Project
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Open Project
Users can click the menu items Open Project, Recent Project (s) -> Project List, the
button Open Project... and the Recent Projects list in the start window to open the
project.
There are two ways to open the start window:
1. When VRTourMaker is started, the start window will be opened first by
default. Click the button × at the upper right corner of the window to close the
itself, and also the application will exit.
2. Click the menu item New Project in the main menu to open the start window.
Click the button × at the upper right corner of the window to close the itself,
but the application will not exit.
There are two functions in the start window: new project and open project, shown as
the below:

Click the menu item Open Project in the main menu or the button Open Project... in
the start window to open a file dialog. In this dialog, select the VRTourMaker Project
file (.vtm) and Click the button Open to load the project.
Click the menu item Recent Project (s) -> Project List in the main menu or the Recent
Projects list in the start window to open the specified project directly.
Note:
If users deleted the projects in the recent projects list, VRTourMaker will remove the
corresponding items from the list when a project is loaded.

Related Topics:
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Main Menu
New Project
Save Project
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Save Project
Users can click the menu item Save Project to save the current project to the location
that has been set.
Users can also click the menu item Save Project as ... to save the current project to
another location. When clicking Save Project as ..., VRTourMaker will pop up a file
dialog to select the new project path. It is needed to note that the file path selected
here is project sub-directory name and project file name. VRTourMaker will create a
directory with the name selected here, and then create a project file in with the same
the directory (The extend name is ".vtm"). And copy other resource files to the
directory.
The software also saves the current project per one minute automatically to prevent
users from losing the project data because the software crash or users quit the
software without saving the project.

Related Topics:
Main Menu
New Project
Open Project
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Scenes Management
Scenes Management
The chapter mainly introduces the settings about the scenes. It includes the following
sections:
Add Scene (s)
Scene Grouping
Scene Sisterhood
Scene Settings
Google Maps Setting
Planform Map Setting
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Add Scenes
Adding scenes is in the scene management area. To add scenes, follow the steps
below:
1. Click Scenes Edit in the workflow buttons to switch the work area to scene
management area.
2. Click the button Add Scenes (s) to open the file dialog.

3. In this dialog, select the scene files and click the button Open to load the
scenes. If you don't want to add scenes, click the button Cancel to close the
dialog and exit the process of adding scenes.

Tips:
If the scene files are not in the same directory, You can click the button Add
Scenes (s) several times to add the scenes.

4. When loading the scene files, a progress window will be popped up, shown
as the below:
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Click the button Stop to abort the loading process of the scene files. The
scenes that have been loaded will be shown in the scene list of the scene
management area.
5. When the progress reaches 100%, all scenes are loaded, and they will be
shown in the scene list of the scene management area.
Note: The same scene file cannot be added again, otherwise, a message box "Scene
already exist." will be shown.
To remove the scenes, it need to use the menu "Operation".

Related Topics:
See more details about scene management area, please click here.
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Scene Grouping
In VRTourMaker, the scenes can be divided into different groups for better
management. For example, if a building has three floors, the scene can be divided
into three groups corresponding to three floors.
Group is a important concept in VRTourMaker. Besides convenient management,
several features are related to the group, including:
•

•
•

The planform is the property of the group. Only planform can be set a
planform. If you want add multiple planform maps to the virtual tour, you have
to divided the scenes to several group. And one planform only display the
radars of the scenes in this group.
In the settings of Google Map, it is used to define the effective range of the
property Automatically add radar for the scene with GPS.
In the scene settings, it is used to define the effective range of the property
Don't rotate the scene initially.

There are two types of the group: primary group and the sub group. When scenes
are imported, they are added to the scene list, and the scene list is the primary
group. In the scene list, users can select some scenes and divide them into a group,
this group is the sub group. There is only one primary group, but there can be
multiple sub groups.
When a virtual tour is played, the thumbnail item of a scene in a sub group will be
shown in the group that include it.
How to manage scene groups is as follows:
1. New Group
There are three ways to create scene groups:
1) In the scene list of the scene management area, select one or several
scene items and drag the it (them) to another scene item. It will create a sub
group.
2) In the scene list of the scene management area, select several scene
items and click the menu item Operation - Add New Group to create a sub
group.
3) In the scene list of the scene management area, select several scene
items and click the context menu item (right click the selected scene items)
Add New Group to create a sub group.
Tips: How to select multiple scene items, please click here.

Note: It is only supported in primary group to create sub group. sub groups
can not be created in a sub group.
2. Dissolve Group
There are two ways to dissolve scene groups:
1) In the scene list of the scene management area, select one group and click
the menu item Operation - Dissolve Group to dissolve the group.
2) In the scene list of the scene management area, select one group and click
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the context menu item (right click the selected scene group item) Dissolve
Group to dissolve the group.
3. Remove the scene from a sub group

There are two ways to remove the scene from a sub group.
1) In the scene list of a sub group, select one scene and click the context
menu item (right click the selected scene) Remove to remove the scene from
the sub group to primary group.
2) Drag the scene item from a sub group to the primary group or another sub
group item. After releasing, the scene will go into the primary group or
another sub group.
4. Move a scene to a sub group
Drag a scene to the destination sub group item and release the mouse, then
the scene will be moved to the sub group.
5. Merge two sub groups
Drag a scene group item to the other group item. After releasing the mouse, a
message box shown as the below will be popped up. If clicking the button
Confirm, the group dragged will be dissolved and merge the scenes into the
other group. And if users don't want to merge the groups, click the button
cancel.

6. Rename the sub group.
The default name of the sub group is "groupXXX" where the XXX is the index
number. The group name will be used as the name of the thumbnail in the
virtual tour published. To rename the sub group name, there are three ways,
as follows:
1) In the scene list of the scene management area, select the group that
want to be renamed. And then click it again, the name region of the group will
be editable. Input the name that you want, the scene name will be changed.
2) Select the group that want to be renamed, and click the menu item
Operation -> Rename to rename the scene group.
3) Select the group that want to be renamed, and click the context menu item
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(right click the selected group item) Operation -> Rename to rename the
scene group.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene management area, please click here.
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Scene Sisterhood
The sisterhood scenes is a set of related panoramas. Such as, the panoramas of the
day and the night for one spot, the panoramas of the four seasons of one scene, and
so on. The sisterhood scenes are usually used to compare the appearances for a
spot in different states. When playing a virtual tour, click the sisterhood scene list to
switch the different panoramas in sisterhood scenes. When rotating a panorama in
sisterhood scenes, the others also keep the same current view angle.
To manage the sisterhood scenes is as follows:
1. Establish sisterhood
There are two ways to establish sisterhood:
1) In the scene list of the scene management area, select several scene
items and click the menu item Operation - Establish sisterhood to create
sisterhood scenes.
2) In the scene list of the scene management area, select several scene
items and click the context menu item (right click the selected scene items)
Establish sisterhood to create sisterhood scenes.
When the sisterhood is established, there will be a lock mark shown at he
right-upper corner of the scene item. It is shown as the below:

Tips: See more details about how to select multiple scene items, please click
here.

2. Dissolve sisterhood
There are two ways to dissolve sisterhood:
1) In the scene list of the scene management area, select a sisterhood
scenes item and click the menu item Operation - Dissolve sisterhood to
dissolve sisterhood scenes.
2) In the scene list of the scene management area, select a sisterhood
scenes item and click the context menu item (right click the selected scene
items) Dissolve sisterhood to dissolve sisterhood scenes.
3. Switch the sisterhood scenes in VRTourMaker
Double-click the sisterhood scenes item in the scene list of the scene
management area to enter the scene information edit dialog. Click the button
Properties in the title bar to switch the work area to properties page. Now you
can see a Sisterhood Scenes Switching Button in the upper-middle of the
virtual tour player. It is shown as the below:
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There are two ways to switch the sisterhood scenes:
1) Click the Sisterhood Scenes Switching Button. In this way, the sisterhood
scenes will be switched from front to back.
2) Click the icon ▽ to expand the Sisterhood Scenes List. Click the item in the
list to switch to the corresponding scene.
4. Rename the Sisterhood Scenes Switching Button and the item name in the
Sisterhood Scenes List.
Click the Button for Renaming Sisterhood Scenes Switching Button and
Sisterhood Scenes List to pop up a name editing dialog, show as the below:
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To rename the Sisterhood Scenes Switching Button and the Sisterhood
Scenes List, input the text to Text of Button, Scene1, Scene2, Scene3 and
Scene4.
5. Align the view angle of sisterhood scenes.
There are two ways to align the view angle of sisterhood scenes:
1) Open the sisterhood scenes in Photoshop (or other image editing
software). Align the scenes by moving the images.
2) Before creating sisterhood scenes, adjust the initial view angle of the sub
scenes to align them in the properties page of the scene information edit
dialog. And then establish the sisterhood for the sub scenes. At this time, you
can lock the alignment relationship of the sub scenes.
Tips:
If you prefer the way 2, you can click the scene list to switch the sisterhood scenes to
observe the alignment effect of the sub scenes.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene management area, please click here.
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See more details about scene properties edit page, please click here.
See more details about scene settings, please click here.
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Scene Settings
After adding scenes, double-click any scene item in the scene list of the scene
management area to enter the scene information edit dialog. Click the button
Properties to open the scene properties edit page. Click the button Scene Settings
button to open basic settings page of scene. This page is mainly used to set the
basic properties of the scene in the scene property panel.

1. Scene Name
Input the name of the scene for virtual tour to scene name text box. The
default is the scene file name.
2. Introduction
Input the description of the scene to the introduction text box. The default is
the scene file name.
If selecting the check box Apply the text to the current group under the
introduction text box, the description will be set to the introduction property of
other scenes in the group of the current scene.
3. Scene Audio
If users set a audio for a scene, the virtual tour player will play the audio when
playing the scene in a virtual tour.
In the audio region, click the button Select File to pop up a file dialog. Select a
mp3 file for the scene in the dialog. Considering the compatibility of browsers,
the sound format only supports MP3 at present.
Upon setting the audio file, the audio region will show the audio file name,
shown as the below:
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Click the button Delete to remove the audio file from the audio setting. Click
the button Change to pop up a file dialog. Select a new audio file in the dialog
for the scene.
Note: If both the scene audio and the background music are set into the
virtual tour, the background music will be stopped when playing the scene
audio. And the background music will not be played until entering a scene
without audio.
4. Scene Switching Effect Setting
If selecting the check box Display little planet effect when switching into the
current scene, the virtual tour player will show the little planet effect when
switching into the current scene in the virtual tour.
5. Initial View Settings
Initial view settings of scenes are the view angle and FOV of the virtual tour
player when switching into the scene. Player Center Area Box is the mark of
the central area of the player. And also it is the position reference to adjust
the view angle and FOV of the player. Drag the player to set the pan and the
tilt of the center of the current scene as the initial view angle. Scroll the
mouse wheel on the player to set horizontal FOV of the current scene.
VRTourMaker will set the current view angle and the FOV value as the initial
view settings of the scene. At the bottom of the scene property panel, Pan,
Tilt of the player center and the FOV of the viewport will be displayed.
6. Set the limit of the view angle
After setting the initial view angle, users can continue to set the limit of the
view angle, if there are some region that users do not like to show in the
scene.
Vertical angle: The default vertical angle range of the scene is from -90°- 90°.
Drag the slider at both ends to adjust it. The slider on the left is used to set
the lower limit and the slider on the right is used to set the upper limit. After
adjusting, drag the player to view the effect.
Horizontal angle: The default horizontal angle range of the scene is from 0°360°. Drag the red and green arrows in the round plate to adjust it. Red arrow
is used to set the horizontal beginning angle, and the green arrow is used to
set the horizontal end angle. The valid angle range is the angle of the blue
sector. After adjusting, Drag the player to view the effect. Click the button
Reset to restore the limit of the view angle to the default.
Note: After setting the horizontal angle, if users want to come back the default
value 0°- 360°, don't drag the arrows to adjust, but click the button Reset.
Otherwise, it is possible to leave a gap between 0°and 360°, that result in a
wrong setting.
7. Set whether the scene rotate initially.

If selecting the check box Don't rotate the scene initially, the scene will not
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rotate when switching to a scene in a virtual tour. If not selecting the check
box, the scene will rotate automatically when switching th a scene.
The combo box under the check box is used to set the effective range of the
property, including current scene, current group and all scenes.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene management area, please click here.
See more details about scene properties edit page, please click here.
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Google Map Settings
Double-click any scene item in the scene list of the scene management area to enter
the scene information edit dialog. Click the button Properties to open the scene
properties edit page. Click the button Google Map to open Google Map
settings page. This page is mainly used to set the radars of the scenes in the Google
Map.

1. Map Name
The map name in the virtual tour is Google Map. It can not be renamed.
2. Add Radar
There are two ways to add radar:
1) Drag the scene item in the scene list to Google Map. A radar will be added
to the position where the mouse released. If you want to change the position
of the radar, you can drag the radar to the position where the radar should be.
2) Select the check box Automatically add radar for the scene with GPS in the
property panel to add radar. This way is suitable for the panorama images
taken by the equipment with GPS module. When selecting the check box,
VRTourMaker will automatically get the GPS values in the meta data of the
scene files and add radars at the scenes location on the map. There is a
combo box under the check box. There are several options, the functions are
as follows:
Options

Details

Apply to current Only get the GPS values of the current scene file
scene (Default) in the scene list and add the radar.
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Get the GPS values of the scene files in the scene
Apply to current
group where the current scene is and add the
group
radars for them.

Apply to all
scenes

Get the GPS values of all scene files in the
project, and add the radars for them.

Note:
If there are no GPS values in the meta data of the scene files or the GPS
values are 0, the radars will be added at a position of 0°east longitude and 0°
north latitude. It is recommended that if the scene files have not the attribute,
do not use the function.
If the radars has been added for the scene files, the old location of the radars
will be ignore, if use this function to add radars again.
3. Delete Radar
Right-click the radar that want to be deleted to pop up a menu item "Delete".
Click the menu item to delete the radar.
4. Set the radar direction
Firstly, please make sure that the initial view angle of the scene has been set
properly.
Secondly, click the radar that want to be set the direction to switch the scene
in the player of the map property panel to the scene corresponding to the
radar.
Thirdly, adjust the direction of radar and scene respectively and make them
point to the same direction of the real world. It binds the direction of radar and
the scene. After opening the virtual tour, the radar will rotate to the
corresponding direction when the scene rotates. Conversely, when dragging
the radar, the scene will rotate to the corresponding direction.
Tips: Drag the rotating handler of the radar to define the direction of the radar.;

5. Set the radar color
Click the radar color button in the map property panel to pop up the color
choosing dialog, and select the color that you like.
Note:
The radar color property applies to all radars. At present, VRTourMaker does
not support to set the color for the single radar.
6.

Set the initial display mode of the map
There are three display mode for the map. The first is the full screen, the
second is the small window, and the last is hiding.
Select the check box Display the map in a small window by default to set
initial display mode of the map in the virtual tour is small window mode.
Otherwise, the map will be not visible. If so, users have to click the map
button in the navigation tool bar to show the map.
7. Set map opacity
Click the combo box Map Opacity to show a slider under the control (show as
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the below). Drag the slider to set the opacity of the map. The value range is
0% - 100%. 0% means completely transparent. 100% means completely
opaque.
Also it can be set by inputting the value in the text area of the combo box
directly.

8. Set the event response mode of the map
Select check box After the map is full screen, events such as mouse or
keyboard can penetrate the map and control the virtual tour to make the
actions penetrate the map and act on the scene player when actions such as
mouse or keyboard act on areas other than radar on the map.
Related Topics:
See more details about Google Map settings, please click here.
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Planform Map Settings
Double-click any scene item in the scene list of the scene management area to enter
the scene information edit dialog. Click the button Properties to open the scene
properties edit page. Click the button Planform to open planform settings page. This
page is mainly used to set the radars of the scenes in the planform.
1. Add map
There is no map in a new project. Users have to add the map at first. In
VRTourMaker, the map is related to the scene group. That is, a scene group
can be set a map. If you want to add several maps, you have to create
several scene groups. In the example shown as the below, there are two
groups. One is a sub group named shallow-water area, and the other is the
primary group including four scenes. So this virtual tour can add two maps.
Planform map settings page without map is shown as the below:

Click any scene item of the primary group in the scene list to add the map for
the primary group. Click any the scene group item or any scene item in the
scene group of the scene list to add the map for the sub group. When
selecting the group, click the button Select File in the center of the page to
pop up a file dialog. In this dialog, select the map file and click the button
Open.
Tips:
If you want to set a same map for several groups, you can make several copies
with different names for the map file, and set the different copy for each group.

2. Select map
Click any scene item in the primary group in the scene list to set the map of
primary group as the current map.
Click the sub group or any scene item of the sub group in the scene list to set
the map of the sub group as the current map.
3. Maps management
planform map settings page with the map is shown as the below:
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In the Planform properties section of the map property panel, there are three
buttons: Delete, Change and Add.
When selecting the group which map want to be adjusted, click the button
Delete to remove the map of the selected group, click the button Change to
pop up a file dialog and in that dialog select the new map file that want to set.
To click the button Add, it will not add the new map, but pop up a message
box that inform users to create more sub groups.
4. Set the map name
Input the text in the Map Name text box to set the name for the map. The
default name for the map is the name of the map file.
5. The others settings for map and radar.
The other settings are same as the settings of Google Map, such as add
radar, delete radar, set the radar direction, set the radar color, set the initial
display mode for the map, set the map opacity and event response mode of
the map

Related Topics:
See more details about planform settings, please click here.
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Hotspots Management
Hotspots Management
The chapter mainly introduces how to add, delete the hotspots to the scene and how
to set the properties of the hotspot.
VRTourMaker support multiple kind of the hotspots. The properties of the hotspot are
divided into the appearance properties and the function properties. Many kind of
hotspots have the same appearance properties, but the function properties are
unique to each hotspot. This chapter provides a unified description of appearance
properties and separate description of function properties. In actual use, each
hotspot needs to set appearance properties and function properties.
It includes the following sections:
Add and Delete Hotspot
Hotspot Appearance Settings
Icon and Hint Style
Polygon Style
Image Mapping Style
Indicator Line
Hotspot Function Settings
Scene Transfer Hotspot
Image/Album Hotspot
Text Hotspot
Video Hotspot
Object Model Hotspot
Animation Hotspot
Street View Hotspot
Link Hotspot
PDF Hotspot
Image-paste Hotspot
Custom Hotspot
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Add and Delete Hotspot
Adding and deleting hotspot is in the properties edit page of the scene information
edit dialog.

To add hotspot, follow the steps below:
1. Enter the properties edit page of the scene information edit dialog. And select
the scene where you want to add hotspots in the scene list of the left side of
the page.
2. There are all kinds of the hotspots in the hotspot component toolbar. Click the
hotspot button that you want to add, and there will be a hotspot added into the
center of the viewport of the scene player.
Hotspot has two states, selected and unselected. Click the hotspot to select it
and the hotspot property panel will show the settings of the hotspot.
The state of the hotspot that added newly is selected by default. You can
adjust the settings of the hotspot in the hotspot property panel at the right side
of the page. About the detail settings, refer to hotspot appearance settings
and hotspot function settings.
To delete hotspot, follow the steps below:
1. Select the hotspot that you want to delete. The hotspot property panel
corresponding to the hotspot will expand.
Tips:
It can also select a hotspot, to click the property panel corresponding to a hotspot.

2. Click the button
the hotspot.

at the upper-right corner of the property panel to delete

Related Topics:
About how to open Hotspot Edit Page, please click Scene Information Edit Dialog.
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Hotspot Appearance Settings
Hotspot Appearance Settings
This chapter mainly introduce the settings about hotspot appearance. Together with
the hotspot function settings, they form a complete usage of the hotspot. In terms of
appearance properties, many hotspots are the similar, which can be divided into the
following types:
Icon and Hint Style
Polygon Style
Image Mapping Style
The hotspots that support "Icon and Hint Style" and "Polygon Style" are including
scene transfer hotspot, image/album hotspot, text hotspot, video hotspot, object
model hotspot, street view hotspot, link hotspot, PDF hotspot and custom hotspot.
Animation hotspot and image-paste hotspot support "Image Mapping Style".
You can also add the indicator line to the hotspots that use "Icon and Hint Style":
Indicator Line
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Icon and Hint Style
Icon and Hint Style is a style that use the icon and hint as the appearance of the
hotspot.
The hotspots that support "Icon and Hint Style" and "Polygon Style" are including
scene transfer hotspot, image/album hotspot, text hotspot, video hotspot, object
model hotspot, street view hotspot, link hotspot, PDF hotspot and custom hotspot.
Set the appearance properties of the hotspot through the hotspot property panel.
Taking video hotspot as an example, the typical layout of a hotspot property panel is
shown as the below:

Universal Style: There are some built-in icons in this region.
Custom Style: In this region, users can select the user-defined icon for the hotspot,
or select the polygon style for the hotspot. About how to set polygon style, please
click here.
The icon and hint style is set as follows:
1. Click the hotspot to expand the corresponding property panel.
2. Set the icon for hotspot.
There are two ways to set icon:
1) Use the built-in icons. Click the icon button that you like in the universal
style to set the icon for the hotspot.
2) Use the user-defined icons as follows:
• Firstly, add the user-defined icon to the user-defined icon list. Click the
button

to expand the user-defined icon list, shown as the below:
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The last button
is used to add the user-defined icons to the list.
Click the button to pop up a file dialog. Select the icon file in this dialog
and click the button Open to add the user-defined icon to the list. At
present, the supported file formats are jpg, png, bmp and gif. Userdefined icon list can show and save the last four icons that are added.
• Secondly, click the user-defined icon button that you like to set this
property.
3. Set the hint for hotspot.
The steps are as follows:
• Firstly, input the text into the Hint text box for the hotspot.
•

Secondly, click the button
to pop up the font dialog. Select the font
that you like for the text of the hotspot.

•

At last, click the button
to pop up the color dialog. Select the color
that you like for the text of the hotspot.

Note: At present, VRTourMaker only supports vertical alignment for the text and icon
of the hotspot, and the text is on the icon.

Related Topics:
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Polygon Style
To set the hotspot style to polygon, the hotspot will become a polygon. Users can
adjust the border of the polygon to any complex form, so that the polygon can
surround any object of the scene. Polygon hotspots are mainly used to identify hot
areas of the scene.
The hotspots that support "Polygon Style" are including scene transfer hotspot,
image/album hotspot, text hotspot, video hotspot, object model hotspot, street view
hotspot, link hotspot, PDF hotspot and custom hotspot.
The style is two-state. The style is two-state. When you move the mouse over a
hotspot that uses this style, the area lights up slightly. When the mouse moves away
from the hotspot, the area will turn black slightly. It is shown as the below:

Set the appearance properties of the hotspot through the hotspot property panel.
Taking video hotspot as an example, the typical layout of a hotspot property panel is
shown as the below:

Universal Style: There are some built-in icons in this region.
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Custom Style: In this region, users can select the user-defined icon for the hotspot,
or select the polygon style for the hotspot. About how to set icon and hint style,
please click here.
The polygon style is set as follows:
1. Click the hotspot to expand the corresponding property panel.
2. Click the button

to set the hotspot to polygon style and the mouse cursor

will become .
3. Click the endpoints of the target region that you want to identify to outline the
hot area. And double click the last endpoint to finish the outline of the
polygon. It is shown as the below:

4. Drag the blue handlers to further adjust the border of the polygon. When
playing the virtual tour, click the polygon hotspot to let it work.
5. Set the hint of the hotspot. The hint of polygon hotspot is shown at the

geometric center of the polygon in the way of perspective correction.
Polygon hotspots are widely used in the demand of setting the target region of
interest as a hot area.

Related Topics:
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Image Mapping Style
The image-paste hotspot can map one or more images to an any quadrilateral
region.
Animation hotspot and image-paste hotspot support "Polygon Style".
Set the appearance properties of the hotspot through the hotspot property panel.
Taking animation hotspot as an example, the typical layout of a hotspot property
panel is shown as the below:

The image mapping style is set as follows:
1. Click the hotspot that support image mapping style. It is shown as the below:

2. The hotspot property panel should have been expanded. Click the Button to
Add Images
to pop up file dialog. In this dialog, select the images that want
to be added and click the Open button. After that, the hotspot is shown as the
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below:

3. Drag the blue handlers to further adjust the border of the hotspot. The hotspot
that has been adjusted is shown as the below:

4. If the order of the images in the list of the property panel is incorrect, there are
two ways to adjust the order:
1) Drag the image that is at the wrong position to the target position of the list.
When releasing the mouse button, the image will be inserted to the target
position.
2) Right click the image at the wrong position to pop up the following context
menu:

Click the menu item Top to move the image to the top of the list. Continue to
move the other items in the list in turn through this way until the list is in the
correct order.
5. If there is the wrong image, right click the image to pop up the context menu
and click the menu item Replace to pop up a file dialog to select the right
image.
6. If there are the redundant images, right click the images to pop up the context
menu and click the menu item Delete to remove it from the list.
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Image-paste button is widely when you want to replace an area of the scene with
external images. For example, virtual billboards and virtual museum shelves.

Related Topics:
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Indicator Line
The indicator line is a line that connect the hotspot and the target object (area) in the
scene. If the hotspot is not suitable to be placed on the target area, the hotspot can
be placed on another area, and the target area and the hotspot can be connected
with an indication line. Users can decide how to use the indicator line according to
the actual situation.
Indicator line is a part of the hotspot. The indicator line can be used for any hotspots
that support icon and hint style, such as scene transfer hotspot, image/album
hotspot, text hotspot, video hotspot, object model hotspot, street view hotspot, link
hotspot, PDF hotspot and custom hotspot.
Set the indicator line property through the hotspot property panel. Taking video
hotspot as an example, the typical layout of a hotspot property panel is shown as the
below:

The steps of the settings of the indicator line are as follows:
1. Set the appearance properties of the hotspot with the icon and hint style. The
check box Show indicator line will be displayed below the hotspot property
panel.
Note: If the style of the hotspot is polygon style or image mapping style, the
hotspot will not support indicator line function and the check box Show
indicator line will be invisible.
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2. Select the check box Show indicator line to make the indicator line to be
shown as the below:

3. Click the hotspot in the player to select it. There will be two blue handler
shown at the two ends of the line. Drag the hotspot to the place that you want
and drag the two blue handlers to make one point to the target area and the
other point to the hotspot.
4. Click the button
to pop up the color chooser dialog. Select the color that
you like for the indicator line.
5. Click the button
to pop up the line styles menu. Click the line style menu
item that you like for the indicator line. The line styles menu is shown as the
below:

Related Topics:
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Hotspot Function Settings
Hotspot Function Settings
There are many kinds of the hotspot. They are divided according to their functions.
This chapter mainly introduce how to set the function of the hotspot. Together with
the hotspot appearance property settings, they form a complete usage of the hotspot.
The hotspots include:
Scene Transfer Hotspot
Image/Album Hotspot
Text Hotspot
Video Hotspot
Object Model Hotspot
Animation Hotspot
Street View Hotspot
Link Hotspot
PDF Hotspot
Image-paste Hotspot
Custom Hotspot
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Scene Transfer Hotspot
Scene transfer hotspot is used to switch the current scene in the virtual tour player
from one to another. It is the most commonly used in a virtual tour.
When clicking a scene transfer hotspot in a virtual tour, the virtual tour player will
adjust the horizontal direction of the view toward the hotspot (keep the vertical
direction unchanged), and then zoom in, at last fade in and fade out to the
destination scene. At present, only one transition effect is supported by scene
transfer hotspot.
Scene transfer hotspot supports Icon and Hint Style and Polygon Style.
The usage of the scene transfer hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add scene transfer hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:
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2. Adjust the position of the scene transfer hotspot and set the appearance
property.
Tips:
To learn how to set the "Icon and Hint Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the "Polygon Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the Indicator Line, please click here.

3. Set the destination scene property for the scene transfer hotspot.
Click the Combo Box for the Setting of Destination Scene to show the list of
the scenes that can be selected. Select the scene that the hotspot point to,
and then the player under the label Initial View of Destination will switch to the
scene selected.
4. Set the initial angle of the destination scene, when the scene is shown.
Drag the player under the label Initial View of Destination, until it is aligned in
the appropriate direction. Scroll the mouse wheel to set the initial FOV of the
view of the virtual tour player.
5. Set whether the little planet effect is displayed when switching to the
destination scene.
To select the check box Display little planet effect when switching to the
destination scene, it means when switching to the destination scene, the
virtual tour player will show the little planet view of the scene, and then
automatically transition to the normal view.
6. Set the indicator line.
Tips:
To learn how to set the indicator line, please click here.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Image/Album Hotspot
Image/Album hotspot is mainly used to show the one or a group of detailed images
corresponding to a certain area or target object in the scene. When playing a virtual
tour, click the hotspot to pop up a window in which a group of images will be shown.
Users can drag the images of click the arrows to switch the images in the window.
Image/Album hotspot supports Icon and Hint Style and Polygon Style.
The usage of the scene transfer hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add Image/Album hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:

2. Adjust the position of the Image/Album hotspot and set the appearance
property.
Tips:
To learn how to set the "Icon and Hint Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the "Polygon Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the Indicator Line, please click here.

3. Set the images set of Image/Album hotspot.
Click the Button for Adding Images
to pop up a file dialog. Select the
image files in this dialog and click the button Open to add the images to the
Image List. If the image belongs to the different folder, you can add them
respectively until they are added. At present, the supported file formats are
jpg, png, bmp and gif.
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4. Set the indicator line.
Tips:
To learn how to set the indicator line, please click here.

After the images are added, there may be problems such as wrong order and wrong
images. Please handle them as follows:
1. If the images in the hotspot property panel are in the wrong order, there are
two ways to adjust the order:
1) Drag the image to the target position of he list directly. After releasing the
mouse, the image will be inserted into the target position.
2) Right click the image that need to be adjust the order to pop up the context
menu, shown as the below:

Click the menu item Top to move the image to the first of the list. Continue to
move the images of the list in turn, until the order is right.
2. If there are wrong image, click the context menu item Replace of the wrong
image to pop up a file dialog. Select the right image file in this dialog and click
the button Open to replace the wrong image.
3. If there are redundant images, click the context menu item Delete of the
redundant images to remove them from the image list.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Text Hotspot
Text hotspot is mainly used to be a text description for the target object in the scene.
Text hotspots are usually used in two ways:
1) It is only shown in the player to be a brief introduction for the target object, and
does not accept any events.
2) In addition to being shown in the player, a detailed description will be shown in the
pop up window when clicking or pressing the text hotspot in a virtual tour.
Text hotspot supports Icon and Hint Style and Polygon Style.
The usage of the text hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add text hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:

2. Adjust the position of the Image/Album hotspot and set the appearance
property.
Tips:
To learn how to set the "Icon and Hint Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the "Polygon Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the Indicator Line, please click here.
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3. Set the display mode of the text hotspot.
Different from other hotspots that can set Icon and Hint Style, text hotspot
can further set whether to display the icon.
There are two options in the combo box Display Mode: Display picture and
text, and Display text only. Select the appropriate option as needed.
4. Set the pop up text after clicking the text hotspot.
Select the check box Popup more info to activate the function that click the
text hotspot to pop up the text window. After selecting the check box, there
will be a text box shown under the control. Input the popup text in the text
box.
5. Set the indicator line.
Tips:
To learn how to set the indicator line, please click here.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Video Hotspot
When clicking the video hotspot, there will be a video window popped up. Video
hotspot support normal video and 360 panoramic video.
Video hotspot supports Icon and Hint Style and Polygon Style.
The usage of the video hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add video hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:

2. Adjust the position of the video hotspot and set the appearance property.
Tips:
To learn how to set the "Icon and Hint Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the "Polygon Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the Indicator Line, please click here.

3. Set the video source.
There are two kinds of the video for video hotspots. One is local video, and
the other is the network video.
The combo box Set the Video Source is used to select the source of the
video. There are two options in the combo box: Use Local Video, and Use
Network Video. Select the appropriate option as needed.
4. Set the video path.
When Use Local Video is selected in the "Set the video source" combo box,
the button Select Video for Uploading will be shown under the combo box
Click the button to pop up a file dialog. In this dialog, select the video file and
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click the button Open to make sure. At present, the supported file format
is .mp4 with .264 encoded.
When Use Network Video is selected in the "Set the video source" combo
box, the text box Youtube Video URL and the text box Embed Code will be
shown under the combo box.
• The text box Youtube Video URL is used to input the browser URL of
the video page of the youtube website. (Also users can input the URL
that provided in the video page of the youtube website.)
• The text box Embed Code is used to input the code to embed the
video, which can be the embed code of the youtube video page, or the
embed code of the video page of the video website other than
youtube.
If the video website provide embed code for sharing video, the text
box can be also input the code. (Youtube provide this function)
If the video website does not provide the embed code, users can write
the code like the below:

<iframe src='${Video_URL}' frameborder='0'
width='100%' height='100%'
allowfullscreen='true'></iframe>
Replace ${Video_URL} in the code with the URL of the target video
(for example: https://www.xxx.com/example.mp4). width and height
are the width and height of iframe respectively, and allowfullscreen is
used to define whether to allow the video to be displayed in full screen
mode.
Note:
1) Users can only input one of the Youtube Video URL or Embed
Code. They cannot be in effect at the same time. If both of them are
filled in at the same time, it will only respond to Youtube Video URL by
default.
2) Using online video involves security and permission issues.
Because of the security issue, when preview the virtual tour, the link or
the code may not work. When playing the virtual tour published, it may
also be blocked by the browser or the website because it does not
have permission to access resources of the website.
3) On the mobile device, the URL of the vide should be https,
otherwise, the resource will not be loaded.
5. Set the video type.
If the video is local one, users can set the type of the video. If the video is a
360 panoramic one, users can select the check box This is a 360 video, and
then when clicking the hotspot in a virtual tour, the video will be popped up
and played by a panoramic video player. The video will be played and
operate as a panoramic one. If the video is a normal one, users do not select
the check box, and then when clicking the hotspot in a virtual tour, the video
will be popped up and played by a normal video player. The video will be
played and operate as a normal one.
If the video is online, the type and the play of the video is determined by the
website where the video is, the virtual tour player can not control the play of
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the video, so VRTourMaker do not support to set the type of the video in this
situation.
6. Set the indicator line.
Tips:
To learn how to set the indicator line, please click here.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Object Model Hotspot
Object model hotspot is mainly used to display a group of look-around images
corresponding to a certain area or a target object in the scene. Click the hotspot to
popup a image window where you can use the mouse or your finger to drag the
image area, and then the images will switch quickly that looks like a real 3D object.
Object model hotspot supports Icon and Hint Style and Polygon Style.
The usage of object model hotspot is same as image/album hotspot. For the details,
please click here.
Note:The main difference between this hotspot and image/album hotspot is the
images switching mode in the popup window of the virtual tour.
Tips:
VRTourMaker does not support the real 3D object model. If you want to use that, for
example, created by like 3DMax, you have to make a separate page that can play the 3D
model file and upload them to the server in advance. And then use the link hotspot to open
the model page.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Animation Hotspot
Sometimes, there are something active, for example, the window or the door can
open and close. We want to show their activities. We can use this hotspot. This
hotspot needs the user to set a series of images to it. They are the images of the
object activities at each moment. The hotspot maps the image to the panorama. And
it allows the user to adjust the mapping appearance in order to make the images to
be fit for the background. When playing the virtual tour, the user can use the mouse
or the finger to drag the image area, and then the images will switch quickly that
show the activities of the object. It let the virtual tour more vivid.
Animation hotspot supports image mapping style.
The usage of the animation hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add animation hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:

2. Adjust the position of the video hotspot and set the appearance property.
Tips:
To learn how to set the Image Mapping Style, please click here.

3. Set the interaction mode.
If the check box Switch the Images Automatically is selected, it means that
after switching to the scene where there is this animation hotspot, the hotspot
will switch the images automatically and the order is the as the option of the
combo box Switching Order.
If the check box Repeat the cycle when dragging is selected, it means that
when dragging the hotspot or the image area in the hotspot popup window,
after the image is switched to the last one, it will automatically switch to the
first one.
If the check box "Repeat the cycle when dragging" is not selected, it means
that when dragging the hotspot or the image area in the hotspot popup
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window, after the image is switched to the last one, the switching will be
stopped until the user drags in reverse order.
4. Animation hotspot is mainly used to show the dynamic interaction effect and
there are no other functions.
After a animation hotspot is added, the effect in the virtual tour player is a
quadrilateral displayed with perspective correction, and the first image is display
initially. Click the hotspot to popup a images window. Users can also drag the image
area to switch the images. The interaction mode in the popup window of this hotspot
is same as the popup window of object model hotspot.
The main difference between animation hotspot and image-paste hotspot is the
interaction mode and the switching effect.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Street View Hotspot
Street view hotspot is used to show the street view map of a position in the scene.
This street view is not only Google Map street view, but also any street view of other
maps. Actually, this hotspot is a special use of link hotspot. Users can also use link
hotspot to reach the same goal.
Street view hotspot supports Icon and Hint Style and Polygon Style.
The usage of the street view hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add street view hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:

2. Adjust the position of street view hotspot and set the appearance property.
Tips:
To learn how to set the "Icon and Hint Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the "Polygon Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the Indicator Line, please click here.

3. Set the URL of the street view
Firstly, set where the street view page open. There are two options: Display in
a pop-up window and Display in a new window. Select the appropriate option
as needed.
Secondly, set the URL of the street view.
To get the URL of the street view, follow the steps below:
1) Open the Google map (https://www.google.com/maps) in the browser.
(Also you can use other maps that support street view.)
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2) Search and locate the target location in Google map.
3) Enter the street view mode.
4) Operate the map to show street view at the target location. The URL of the
street view will be displayed in the browser address bar. Copy the URL and
paste it to the corresponding text box in the street view hotspot property
panel.
4. Set the indicator line.
Tips:
To learn how to set the indicator line, please click here.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Link Hotspot
Link hotspot is used to link and pop up three kinds of the contents: mail, phone, and
web page.
Link hotspot supports Icon and Hint Style and Polygon Style.
The usage of the link hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add link hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:

2. Adjust the position of link hotspot and set the appearance property.
Tips:
To learn how to set the "Icon and Hint Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the "Polygon Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the Indicator Line, please click here.

3. Set the content of the link hotspot.
1) Set the link address.
• Set the link type.
Click the link type combo box to show the three link type options: URL,
Mail and Tel. Select the appropriate type.
• Set the link address.
Input the link address in the link address text box.
If the link type is Mail, the text of the link address will be recognized as
a mail. When clicking the hotspot in a virtual tour, the hotspot will open
the default application for e-mail.
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If the link type is Tel, the text of the link address will be recognized as
a phone number. When clicking the hotspot in a virtual tour, the
hotspot will open the default telephone dialing software to process the
phone number.
If the link type is URL, the text of the link address will be recognized
as a URL for web page. When clicking the hotspot in a virtual tour, the
hotspot will open the default browser to visit the URL in the text box.
2) Set the place where the street view is shown.
This setting is valid for URL. There are two options for the setting:
Display in a pop-up window and Display in a new window. Select the
appropriate option as needed.
4. Set the indicator line.
Tips:
To learn how to set the indicator line, please click here.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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PDF Hotspot
PDF hotspot is used to link and popup a PDF file.
PDF hotspot supports Icon and Hint Style and Polygon Style.
The usage of the PDF hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add link hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:

2. Adjust the position of link hotspot and set the appearance property.
Tips:
To learn how to set the "Icon and Hint Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the "Polygon Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the Indicator Line, please click here.

3. Set the place where the PDF is shown.
There are two options for the setting: Display in a pop-up window and Display
in a new window. Select the appropriate option as needed.
4. Set the PDF file source.
PDF hotspot supports two types of the PDF source, one is local PDF, and the
other is the Online PDF. Click the combo box PDF File Source to select the
source.
5. Set PDF path.
If selecting the PDF file source to Local PDF, there is a button Select PDF file
will be shown under the PDF file source combo box. Click the button to popup
a file dialog. In this dialog, select the PDF file that want to be shown and click
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the button Open.
If selecting the PDF file source to Online PDF, there is a text box PDF URL
will be shown under the PDF file source combo box. In this text box, input the
URL of he PDF file that want to be shown. The protocol that is supported is
Http (s).
6. Set the indicator line.
Tips:
To learn how to set the indicator line, please click here.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Image-paste Hotspot
After a image-paste hotspot is added, the effect in the virtual tour player is a
quadrilateral displayed with perspective correction. After importing a series of images
(the number is unlimited), the first image will appear in the box.
image-paste hotspot supports image mapping style, so users can adjust the shape
and the size of the hotspot by dragging the handlers at the four corners of the hotspot
in order to make the hotspot to be fit for the scene image. users can select the
appropriate images to make the hotspot look like a part of the scene.
When playing the virtual tour, the image pasted in the hotspot will automatically
switch to the next image every 3 seconds, but if only one image is pasted, it will be
still. It will pop up the images window to click the hotspot. You can switch the images
by dragging the image in the window or clicking the arrow buttons on the left and
right of the window. The interaction mode of this pop-up window is the same as that
of the popup window of the image/album hotspot. The appearance style of the
hotspot is same as the animation hotspot, and the main difference between imagepaste hotspot and animation hotspot is the interaction mode and the effect.
The usage of the Image-paste hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add Image-paste hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:

2. Adjust the position of the video hotspot and set the appearance property.
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Tips:
To learn how to set the Image Mapping Style, please click here..

3. The image-paste hotspot is mainly used to show the dynamic effect and add
the new content. There are no other functions.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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Custom Hotspots
VRTourMaker provides multiple kinds of the hotspot that can show the various
contents in the popup window. But the types of the content is fixed relatively. When
users want to show more contents in a popup window, generally the solution is
popup a web page that includes the rich contents by clicking a link hotspot. This
solution is a little troublesome. Custom hotspot provides another lightweight option. It
allows users to simply write HTML code into the properties of hotspots without
creating new web pages to realize interactive and show rich pop-up window effects.
Custom hotspot supports Icon and Hint Style and Polygon Style.
The usage of the Custom hotspot is as follows:
1. In the Hotspot Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog, click the button
in the Hotspot Component Toolbar to add custom hotspot.
Tips:
See more details about how to add and delete a hotspot, please click here.

The property panel is shown as the below:

2. Adjust the position of link hotspot and set the appearance property.
Tips:
To learn how to set the "Icon and Hint Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the "Polygon Style", please click here.
To learn how to set the Indicator Line, please click here.

3. Input the user's code.
Input the user's code into Embed Code text box. The embed code does not
support javascript, and only support Html and CSS.
Note: Users cannot define the javascript function in the embed code. If users
want to invoke the user-defined javascript function, it is needed to define the
function in the indext.html page of the virtual tour.
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4. Set the indicator line.
Tips:
To learn how to set the indicator line, please click here.

Related Topics:
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
See more details about hotspot edit page, please click here.
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How to Create Guide Path
Guide path is a guide for users to view the virtual tour in a certain order. A guide path
consists of a series of key points. Every key point is a view of the scene in the player.
A path can connect the key points in the different scenes. When playing the path in a
virtual tour, the virtual tour player will play every key points in the path automatically.
The virtual tour player will calculate the transition parameters between the two key
points and play the transition effect automatically.
Before playing a guide path, users need to define a guide path firstly.

To create a guide path, follow the steps below:
1. Open the Guide Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog.
2. Select the current scene in the scene list on the left side of the page.
3. Set the view mode of the selected scene. (In the context menu of the virtual
tour player, there are some view modes that can be selected: Normal View,
Fisheye View, Little Planet View and Crystal Ball View. The default is Normal
view)
4. Add the key point:
• Drag the virtual tour player to the view angle that you want to show in
this key point, and adjust the FOV of the view to appropriate value.
Tips:
Scroll the mouse wheel to adjust the FOV of the virtual tour player.
•

Click the button Add KeyPoint in the center of the virtual tour player to
add the key point with the parameters of current view. After the key
point is added, there will be a key point index button shown at the
position of the button Add KeyPoint, and the property item of the key
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5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

point will also be added at the end of the key point list in the guide
settings panel.
Add the next key point.
Drag the virtual tour player to the next view that you want to show in the path,
and add the key point as the previous step.
Repeat the steps from step 2 to step 5, so that to add the key points in the
next scene.
After all of the key points are added, adjust the time interval between every 2
scenes to the appropriate value.
Check all of the key points. If the view is incorrect, users can select the key
point, and then the virtual tour player will switch to the view corresponding to
the key point and the key point will enter the editable state. Adjust pan, tile
and FOV of the virtual tour player, and then the corresponding parameters of
the key point will be changed synchronously. You can also adjust FOV in the
Guide Settings Panel.
Click the button Guide Settings to pop up the Guide Settings Dialog. In this
dialog, set the parameters of the path during playing the virtual tour, as
follows:

If selecting the check box Hide hotspots and skin when playing guide, the
virtual tour player will not show the hotspots and the skin, when playing the
guide path of the virtual tour.
If selecting the check box Loop guide, when previewing the guide path or
playing the guide path in a virtual tour, the guide path will be played
repeatedly.
If selecting the check box Turn off BGM and audio during guide, the
background music and the sound of the scene will be muted, when playing
the virtual tour
10. Click the button Play/Pause Guide Path to preview the guide path in the
virtual tour player of the work area. If users want to preview the path from the
middle of the path, the key point of the beginning should be clicked firstly, and
then click the button Play/Pause Guide Path.
To insert a key point into the key point list, follow the steps below:
1. Set the virtual tour player to show the scene, view mode and view angle
corresponding to the key point that want to be inserted. (Refer to the
paragraph about creating a guide path from step 2 to step4.)
2. On the guide settings panel, move the mouse to the center of the line
segment between the two key points index button that want to insert the key
point, and a button ⊕ will be shown. Click the button to insert the new key
point.
To delete a key point, follow the steps below:
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1. Find the key point item on the guide settings panel.
2. Click the button
point.

corresponding to the key point item to delete the key

Related Topics:
See more details about guide edit page, please click here.
See more details about scene information edit dialog, please click here.
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Check the Contents and Settings
This step is to confirm the correctness, completeness and logic of the properties of
each hotspot, such as type, hint, function and connection relationship between the
scenes, after the hotspots are added. This step is done in the Relationship Map
Area. The interface is shown as the below:

About how to do the confirmation, follow the steps below:
1. Click Relationship Map in the workflow buttons to switch the work area to
Relationship Map Area.
2. Scroll the mouse wheel on the scene list on the left side of the area and
select the scene that want to be confirmed. After switching to the scene
selected, users can see all of the hotspots of the scene in the Hotspot List
3. Check and edit the hint of the hotspots. If some hint is wrong, click the label of
the Hotspot Hint to enter the editable state, and then input the text that you
want.
4. Check and edit other properties of the hotspots:
• Click the edit link to switch the work area to the Hotspot Edit Page,
and VRTourMaker will select the hotspot automatically. Users can edit
the property now.
• If the destination scene of the scene transfer hotspot need to be
changed, click the thumbnail of the destination to popup the scene list,
and then select the destination scene that you want. The scene
transfer hotspot item is shown as the below:

Tips:
Unless there is no requirement to the view that the destination scene will
be switched to, it is recommended to edit the destination scene on the
Hotspot Edit Page.
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Related Topics:
See more details about Relationship Map Area, please click here.
See more details about Hotspot Edit Page, please click here.
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Skin Selection
Skin selection is used to set the appearance style of the virtual tour, including the
selection of the buttons in the navigation bar, icons of the navigation buttons, the
layout of virtual tour controls, and the properties of the virtual tour menu.
It is needed to be attention that the virtual tour that is published by VRTourMaker can
be played on PC, Tablet and smartphone, etc. (That means it is no need to publish
the different tour for different kind of the ends), so some settings need to be set for
the different platform.
The usage of skin selection is as follows:

1. Click Skin Selection in the workflow buttons to switch the work area to Skin
Selection Area.
2. Select the navigation buttons that are shown on PC, Tablet and smartphone.
3. Select the icons for the navigation buttons.
VRTourMaker has provided many groups of the icons for users to choose.
Users can click the icons group that is wanted to choose the icons.
If users want to use the user-defined icons, scroll the selection area of the
icons of the navigation button to the end and click the button Add the UserDefined Icons Group to pop up a file dialog. In this dialog, select the package
file of the icons group and click the button Open.
About how to design user-defined icons group, please refer to the below of
the topic.
4. Select the Layout of the Virtual Tour Controls.
VRTourMaker has provided many built-in layouts for users to choose. Users
can click the item of the layout list to select the layout that is wanted.
Because one style have to be adapted to PC, tablet, and smartphone at the
same time, it requires a lot for the users to design and program. Therefore,
this software does not support user-definition for the time being. In the future,
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corresponding functions will be provided.

5. Set the menu for the virtual tour.
Click the button + at the end of the list of the Menu Content and Function
Definition to create the menu item for virtual tour. The menu content edit
dialog for creating menu item of virtual tour is shown as the below:

Users can set an image or text for a menu item of virtual tour, and set one of
the following three kinds of the content: URL, Mail, and Tel. When playing a
virtual tour, the virtual tour player can invoke the corresponding application
according to the kind of the content.
Tips:
1. If users want to define a menu item with mixed graphics and text, please use
another software to make a picture with graphics and text and set the picture to
the menu item.
2. In the system where the virtual tour is opening, each kind of the content should
has been registered a corresponding application, otherwise, the menu clicking
event can not be responded. For example, on PC or Tablet there is no the
application for calling generally, so the calling will not be responded on them. If a
menu item that want to make a call is clicked, the system will give a prompt
according to the settings.

After the menu item is created, it will be added to the list.
When the mouse is moved on the menu item that has been created, there will
be two buttons Delete and Edit shown on the menu item.
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Click the button

to delete the corresponding menu item.

Click the button
to pop up the Menu Content dialog and edit the content
of menu.
6. Set the menu location
Click the radio button corresponding to the location where the menu should
be to set the menu location.
7. Set the menu style
VRTourMaker has provided many groups of the menu style for users to
choose.
Because one style have to be adapted to PC, tablet, and smartphone at the
same time, it requires a lot for the users to design and program. Therefore,
this software does not support user-definition for the time being. In the future,
corresponding functions will be provided.
See more details about Skin Selection Area, please click here.
To design the icons group, follow the steps below:
1. The number of the navigation buttons and the corresponding English name.
The navigation buttons include 15 function buttons and 2 control buttons in
total.
The 15 function buttons are the Previous Scene (pre), Next Scene (next),
Reset (reset), Map (map), Thumbnail (thum), Zoom In (zoom), Zoom Out
(zoomout) , Left (left), Right (right), Up (up), Down (down), Auto Rotate (auto),
VR Mode (VR), Gyro (tuo) and Little Planet (plant).
The 2 control buttons are the navigation bar expand/collapse (more) and the
menu expand/collapse (menu).
English names are in the brackets above.
2. The number and the style of the icons that need to be designed.
Each of the function buttons need two icons to be designed. One is for normal
state. and the other is for mouse-over state.
Navigation bar control button need a icon to be designed for normal state.
Menu expand/collapse button is a little special. This button is a toggle one. It
need a expand state icon and a collapse icon to be designed.
3. The name of the icon file
Suppose the button icon file format is png.
The name of the function buttons is as follows:
• Normal state: English name.png
• Mouse-over state: English name_Selected.png
The icon file name of the Navigation bar control button is: more.png
The icon file name of the menu control button is:
• Menu expand: menu_normal.png
• Menu collapse: menu_open.png
4. Icon file format
Support png, jpg and bmp file format.
5. Package file format
After the icon files are created, all of them need to be saved to a folder, and
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package them to one zip file (Don't package the folder). This zip file is the
icons group file that need to be import to VRTourMaker.
Tips:
To created the user-defined icons group, users can refer to the icons group that is
built in VRTourMaker. The folder of the built-in icons group is saved in the sub
folder "player\assets\img\vto\btn" of the installation directory.

Related Topics:
See more details about Skin Selection Area, please click here.
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Publishing Settings
Publishing settings are used to set the context menu, the title of the web page of the
virtual tour, publishing path, background music and the misc about publishing.
The usage of publishing settings is as follows:

1. Click Publish Settings in the workflow buttons to switch the work area to
Publishing Settings Area.
2. Set the context menu for the virtual tour player.
Input the menu item name into the text box The Label of the User-defined
Context Menu.
Input the URL of the context menu item into the text box URL for the Userdefined Context Menu. When playing a virtual tour, click the context menu
item to open the URL in the browser.
Tips:
Step 1 and step 2 are used to define the first context menu item of the virtual tour
player.

3. Input the title of the web page of the virtual tour into the text box Title.
4. Set the virtual tour publishing path.
• Input the sub folder name of the virtual tour into the text box Folder
Name.
• Input the root folder name of the virtual tour into the text box Location.
Note: For example, if the folder name is "virtual tour 1", and the
location is "/Users/Jack/Documents/", the virtual tour publishing path is
"/Users/Jack/Documents/virtual tour 1". VRTourMaker will copy all
files of the virtual tour into this path.
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5. Set the background music.
• Select the background music file. Click the button "..." behind the text
box Background Music for the Whole Tour to pop up a file dialog. In
this dialog, select the sound file .mp3 and click the button Open.
• Set the Loop property. Select the check box Loop which means that
after the background music is played, it will continue to play from the
beginning. Do not select the check box, which means that after the
background music is played, it will stop.
6. Set the global settings for the virtual tour player.
• Select the check box Allow scenes rotate automatically in XXX s after
mouse drag, which means when playing a virtual tour, after the mouse
drag the scene or the finger touch the scene player, the player will
stop rotating the scene, and after XXX seconds, the player will rotate
automatically. The blank in the check box is the time interval between
stopping and rotating of the scene. Users can input the value into it. It
is also adjust the time interval to click the up-down button of the spin
control at the blank.
Note: The setting here is just for the stopping state of the scene after
dragging the player with the mouse or finger.
If you want to prevent the scene from rotating after switching to it,
please select the check box Don’t rotate the scene initially in the
Properties Edit Page of the Scene Information Edit dialog
After selecting this check box, there are two more options to further
set the properties of automatic rotation.
• Select the check box Automatically rotation back to horizontal
position, which means when rotating automatically, whether or
not the player will rotate the scene to the horizontal position.
• Select the check box Go back to the default FOV value set,
which means when rotating automatically, whether or not the
player will rotate to the initial scene FOV that is set in the
scene property gradually.
• Select the check box XXX seconds later, automatically switch to the
next scene, which means when playing a virtual tour, after XXX
seconds, the player switch to the next scene. The blank is the time to
switch between the two scenes, users can input the value into it. It is
also adjust the time interval to click the up-down button of the spin
control at the blank.
7. Set the settings about synchronizing the publishing data to EP-Sky
Select the check box Synchronize the Publishing Data to EP-Sky, which
means after publishing the virtual tour, upload the virtual tour to EP-Sky flat
form.
EP-Sky is a value-added service provided by Easypano. After users register
an account on EP-Sky, they can upload the published virtual tours to EP-Sky
in VRTourMaker and share them with users. The setting steps are as follows:
• Select the check box Synchronize the Publishing Data to EP-Sky.
When this function is used for the first time, the software will pop up
the following window, where the user enters the account and
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password of the EP-Sky:

•

Input the account (Email) and password. After logging in successfully,
the account and password will be displayed on the right side of the
check box Synchronize the Publishing Data to EP-Sky, shown as the
below:

After publishing the virtual tour, VRTourMaker will upload the virtual
tour to the account of EP-Sky automatically.
• Click the link Logout shown as the above, VRTourMaker will logout
from EP-Sky, and the check box Synchronize the Publishing Data to
EP-Sky will be unchecked. About EPSky account, please refer to How
to Register a EPSky Account.
8. Set whether or not open the virtual tour folder
Select the check box Open Output Folder after Published, which means after
publishing the virtual tour successfully, open the virtual tour folder
automatically.
9. Set whether or not launch the virtual tour
Select the check box Launch the virtual tour after published, which means
after publishing the virtual tour successfully, VRTourMaker run the built-in
web server software LocalBrowseServer, and open the virtual tour by the
default browser.
10. Set the Initial Display Mode
There are two options of this setting: Default Mode and Guide Mode. Select
Default Mode, which means after opening the virtual tour, the virtual tour
player will play the scenes in the order of the scene list in the Scene Manager
Area. Select Guide Mode, which means after opening the virtual tour, the
virtual tour player will play the guide path. About guide path, please refer to
How to Create a Guide Path.
11. Preview the virtual tour. For details, please click here.
12. Publish the virtual tour. For details, please click here.
Related Topics:
See more details about Publishing Settings Area, please click here.
See more details about Virtual Tour Publish, please click here.
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Preview & Publish
Preview & Publish
This chapter mainly introduces how to preview and publish a virtual tour after setting
the properties of the virtual tour project. It includes:
Virtual Tour Preview
Virtual Tour Publish
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Virtual Tour Preview
After completing Scene Management, Check the Contents and Settings, Skin
Selection and Publishing Settings, the project settings of Virtual tour have been
finished, and you can preview the virtual tour at the next step.
There are three ways to preview the virtual tour:
1) Click the menu item Preview in the main menu.
2) Click the button Preview in the upper right corner of the title bar.
3) Click the button Preview in the lower right corner of the Publishing Settings Area.
Click Preview to popup preview window. The preview window consists of three parts:
Smartphone, Tablet and Computer. Click the corresponding tabs at the top of the
window to switch them. The preview for smartphone and tablet will display both
landscape and portrait modes at the same time.
Note: When preview, the resolution of the panorama loaded by virtual tour player is
4096*2048. And the virtual tour is played in the built-in browser of the software. The
effects seen are all simulations of the real running environment, especially some
functions for mobile devices cannot be simulated. If you want to experience the real
effect, you still need to publish the virtual tour and play it in the real running
environment.
The specific effects are shown as the below:
For smartphone:

For tablet:
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For Computer:
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Virtual Tour Publish
After preview, if the effect is correct, users can publish the virtual tour at this time.
There are three ways to publish virtual tour:
1) Click the menu item Publish in the main menu.
2) Click the button Publish in the upper right corner of the title bar.
3) Click the button Publish in the lower right corner of the Publishing Settings Area.
After click publishing, VRTourMaker starts to publish the virtual tour to the virtual tour
path. The steps are as follows:
1. Check whether the virtual tour folder exist.
If existing, VRTourMaker will pop up the following dialog to prompt users
whether to overwrite. If selecting Yes, VRTourMaker will overwrite the folder
and go on publishing, if selecting No, VRTourMaker will stop the publishing.

2. Generate and save the virtual tour files to the virtual tour path
VRTourMaker will pop up the following progress dialog. When the progress
bar advances to 100% and the dialog disappears, the publishing ends.

3. After publishing, VRTourMaker will do the following steps according to the
options that users select:
• If users select the check box Open Output Folder after Published,
after publishing, VRTourMaker will invoke windows explorer to open
the virtual tour folder. Users can directly view the virtual tour files and
folders list.
• If users select the check box Launch the virtual tour after published,
after publishing, VRTourMaker will run the built-in web server software
LocalBrowseServer, and open the virtual tour by the default browser.
• If users select the check box Synchronize the Publishing Data to EPSky, after publishing, VRTourMaker will upload the virtual tour files to
EP-Sky. The uploading will go on after the progress bar advances to
100%. After uploading, the progress bar will disappear. This process
may take a long time, and users need to be patient.
After uploading, the following dialog will be pop up:
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Click the button Copy Link, which means the link of the virtual tour on
EP-Sky will be copied to clipboard. Users can paste it to the address
bar of browser to visit the virtual tour.
Click the button View Now, which means VRTourMaker will open the
link of the virtual tour on EP-Sky by the default browser.
Click the button × in the upper right corner of the dialog to close it.
Visit EP-sky (sky.easypano.com) and log in the account, and then in
list of My Works, users can find the corresponding virtual tour, shown
as the below:

Related Topics:
See More details about Publishing Settings, please click here.
See more details about Publishing Settings Area, please click here.
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View virtual tour
The format of the virtual tour published by VRTourMaker is Html5. Browser can not
open the web page of the virtual tour which format is Html5 directly. Users have to
establish the HTTP service and visit the virtual tour by the service.
There are two ways to solve this issue:
1) Establish your own web server.
The server environment can be created using software such as IIS, Apache, Tomcat,
Nginx, etc. About how to use it, please refer to the deployment instructions of the
corresponding software.
VRTourMaker comes with a portable HTTP service software LocalBrowseServer,
which helps users to quickly deploy a HTTP service environment and view the virtual
tour. After the virual tour publish, open the virtual tour folder, the content of the folder
is as follows:

assets, Config, hotspot, Logo, Map, Photo, Scene, Sound and Video are the
resources of the virtual tour, readme_en.html is the usage instructions of the virtual
tour, video.html is the playback page of the panoramic video in the virtual tour,
index.html is the index page of the virtual tour, and LocalBroweServer.exe is the
built-in HTTP service software (under macOS, the file is LocalBroweServer). By
running LocalBrowseServer directly, you can call the system default browser to open
the virtual tour automatically.
2) Upload the virtual tour to EP-Sky
About how to upload the virtual tour to EP-Sky, refer to Publishing Settings.
About how to get the link on EP-Sky, refer to Virtual Tour Publish.
Just visit the link of the virtual tour on the EP-Sky by a browser.
Note: Select the check box Open Output Folder after Published to open the virtual
tour folder after publishing. For details, refer to Publishing Settings.

Related Topics:
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See More details about Publishing Settings, please click here.
See More details about Virtual Tour Publish, please click here.
See More details about Local HTTP Service. please refer to LocalBrowseServer.
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Other Topics
This chapter mainly introduces some knowledge about VRTourMaker, including:
How to Register a EP-Sky Account
Local Web Server Environment
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How to Register a EP-Sky Account
When publishing a virtual tour in VRTourMaker, users can also upload the virtual tour
to EP-Sky (sky.easypano.com). EP-Sky provides storage, network access and
sharing services to software authorized users.
Before using this service, users have to register a EP-Sky account firstly. The steps
are as follows:
1. Visit EP-Sky in the browser and click the link Sign In in the upper right corner
of the page to enter the login and registration page:

2. Click the link Become A Member to enter the registration page:

3. In this page, input the valid "Email", "First Name", "Last Name" and "How did
you hear about us?". "Last Name" is not the necessary. Select the check box
I'm not a robot to verify the validation. And then click the button Sign Up to
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register the account. You will get a message page as the below:

4. Log in your email that is used to be the account name, and receive the mail
that includes the password, shown as the below. And now, you can use the
account and the password to sign in EP-Sky.
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Local Web Server Environment
VRTourMaker play the virtual tour based on WebGL technology. For security
reasons, browser doesn't allow users to load web pages containing flash or webGL
locally. You need to upload the virtual tour related resources to a website and view
the virtual tours by visiting http (s) URL.
VRTourMaker provide the portable HTTP service software - LocalBrowseServer.
After publishing a virtual tour, VRTourMaker will copy LocalBrowseServer to the
virtual tour folder. If running LocalBrowseServer in the publishing directory, it will
create a local HTTP service environment and open the virtual tour by the default
browser of the system.
When LocalBrowseServer is starting, the following works will be done:
•

•

Start the HTTP service, and establish a website.
The external network or LAN IP of the computer will be priority to be used as
the IP address of the website. If the computer does not have the above IP
address, 127.0.0.1 will be used.
A port number currently available in the system will be randomly selected as
the port number of the HTTP service.
The root of the website will be set to the folder where LocalBrowseServer
locates.
The default entry page for the website is index.html.
Visit the web site by the default browser.
If there is the index.html in the root of the website, the browser will open it
automatically. If there is index page, the file list of the root will be displayed in
the browser.

Related Topics:
Software Running Environment
View Virtual Tour
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G
Guide Path: Guide Path is a guide for users to view the virtual tour in a certain order.
A path consists of a series of key points. Every key point is a view of the
scene in the player. The view includes three attributes: pan, tilt and FOV. In a
path, key points are arranged in time order. When playing the guide path of a
virtual tour, the player will play every key point view defined in the path.
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